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QuickStart Guide: Introduction
This Guide is intended to take you (a Managing or Contributing Editor) through the most common Manila features so you can get up and
running right away. Not sure what your role is? If you set up the site, say on EditThisPage.Com or a similar hosting service, then you're a
Managing Editor. If someone asked you to help out with a site, you're probably a Contributing Editor.

How To Use This Guide

The easiest way to use this Guide is to have it open in one Web browser window and your Manila site in a second window. As we take each
step in the Guide, you can switch to the Manila site window and follow along. The term "Editors" is used to refer to Contributing and
Managing Editors; if a task can only be performed by a Managing Editor, it'll be noted. By the end of the Guide, you'll have used several of
Manila's key features and be well on your way to Manila mastery.

Before We Begin

There are a couple of things you need to check before we begin. First, Manila uses a feature called cookies to identify members. Since some
browsers let you turn cookies off, make sure they are on before you begin. Next, browsers sometimes store copies of Web pages on your
computer and use those instead of reading the file from the Web server each time. This makes browsing work more quickly, but sometimes you
may end up looking at an older version of a page. For these exercises, it's best to set your browser to load the page from the Web server every
time.
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QuickStart Guide: A First Look
Call up your new Manila site and you should see a page like the example below. A fresh Manila site can have many different looks (called Themes) but and comes
with the Home Page and About pages already built.

Many of the elements in this example appear on all Manila pages, so let's look at each of them.

Site Name And Tag Line

The Site Name appears on every page as a link that calls up the Home Page. Below it is a short description of the site called the Tag Line.

Navigation Links

The Navigation Links appear along the left side of the page, and point to the pages that have been built for you. The Home link is inactive because it's the page we're
viewing.

Page Title And Body

QuickStart Guide: A First Look
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The Page Title appears just below the Site Title, and the Body immediately below that. The Body is the part of a Manila page you'll work with the most, since many of
the other pieces are built automatically for you. It runs down to the horizontal line near the bottom of the page.

Members Box

The Members Box appears below the Navigation Links. It's used to call up forms where visitors can join and members can login to and sign out from the site.

Calendar

If you like, you can create a new Home Page for daily updates instead of editing the same one. This is called "flipping" the Home Page. When a Home Page is flipped,
the old one is archived and the date it was created becomes a link on the Calendar. Clicking on a date calls up the archived Home Page. The month links at the bottom
let you move between the months in the archive. The Calendar only appears on the Home Page and Discussion Group pages, both of which can have archives.
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QuickStart Guide: Login
Before you can start working on your Manila site, you'll need to login. Click on the Login link in the Members box and you'll see a page like the one below.

Logging In

Follow these steps to login.

Enter your email address into the Email address field.1.  

If you know your password, enter it into the Password field (otherwise leave it blank).2.  

Click Login.3.  

If you provided the right email address and password, you'll be returned to the Home Page. If you left the password blank, check your email until you receive
the password and then repeat the steps above.

4.  

Once you've logged in, your Manila site will recognize you (unless you sign out or use a different browser) whenever you come back.

Joining

New visitors can browse your site without logging in, but to use some Manila features - such as posting comments in a Discussion Group - they must join. The Join
Now link calls up a registration form where they can enter their personal information, including an email address as a member name and any password they choose.
After they submit the form, they can log in as members of your site.

Changing Passwords

Members can change their Manila password by logging into the site as usual, then calling up the Sign Up page (http://yoursite.com/member/signup),
entering a different password and submitting the form.

QuickStart Guide: Login
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QuickStart Guide: Edit This Page
Are you logged in and back at the Home Page of your site? It should look different, with new links and buttons like those shown below. If it doesn't, try your browser's
Reload or Refresh command to make sure you're seeing the right version of the page.

Three things have changed because you've logged in and Manila recognizes you as a Managing (or Contributing) Editor: the Editor's Only Links, the Edit This Page
button and the Members Box.

The Editor's Only Links

These links act like a kind of tool bar for an Editor, giving you quick access to the main Manila tools for running a site. If you're a Contributing Editor, the Prefs,
Admin or Bulletins links won't appear since they're restricted to Managing Editors. We'll talk about some of these tools as we get to using them.

The Edit This Page Button

This simple button is one of Manila's most powerful features. When you're browsing a Manila Web page you created (or have the permission to change) you'll see this
button. With one click, the page becomes a form with the content ready to edit. As an Editor, you'll be seeing - and using - this button a lot!

The Members Box

A small change: now that you've logged in, the only link you see in the Members Box is Sign Out. Manila adjusts this automatically as you login to and sign out of
your site.

QuickStart Guide: Edit This Page
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Editing A Page

If you're a Managing Editor, call up your Home Page and click Edit This Page (only Managing Editors can change the Home Page). This will call up an Edit Story
form like the one shown below. If you're using Internet Explorer 5 or later on Windows, you may see a tool bar above the Text field. Don't worry about it for now, we'll
cover it later.

The Edit Story form has two fields and one button (not visible in the example above). Do the following:

Enter "My Manila Home Page" into the Title field1.  

Add a line at the top of the Text field that says "There's no place like Home (Page)!"2.  

Press return twice at the end of this new line, so there's a blank line between it and the "Congratulations..." line.3.  

Scroll down the page until you see the Post Changes button. Click Post Changes to submit the form to Manila. You should soon see the Home Page again, but with a
new Title and first line, like the example below.

QuickStart Guide: Edit This Page
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Now that you've changed your Home Page, you can do the same thing for your FAQ and Feedback pages (Contributing Editors, too). Use the following procedure:

Call up the page using the Navigation Links on the left.1.  

Click Edit This Page.2.  

Fill out the Edit Story form.3.  

Click Post Changes.4.  

Once you've finished changing these other pages, you're ready to move on.

QuickStart Guide: Edit This Page
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QuickStart Guide: Add A Story
Now that you can make changes to existing pages on your site, what about creating a new one? It's time to start using the Editors Only links. Click on the Stories link
and you'll see a page like the one below.

Messages, Stories and Home Page Stories

Every page you create or can edit on a Manila site is a stored as a Message (we'll work directly with Messages a bit later). Of those Messages, some are marked as
Stories - think of a Story as a finished or formal version of a Message. Of the Stories, one is given the exalted status of Home Page.

Looking at the example above, you can see three Stories listed, corresponding to the three Web pages in a new Manila site. Notice that the last Story has the new name
we gave it during the Edit This Page exercise. Stories are listed from newest to oldest and each title is a link that calls up the Story.

Create A New Story

At the bottom of the Story list is a Create a New Story link. Click on it and you'll be presented with a familiar looking form like the one shown below.

QuickStart Guide: Add A Story
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The Create A New Story form is the same as the Edit Story form, only empty. Do the following:

Enter "The Yellow Brick Road" into the Title field.1.  

Type the following into the Text field:

Pay no attention to the man behind that curtain!

2.  

Click Post New Story.3.  

When the page reloads, it should look something like the one below.

QuickStart Guide: Add A Story
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This new Story page has some elements you've seen before, like the Edit This Page button. It can be edited just like the Home Page and the others you've done,
depending on your role. A Managing Editor can edit any Story, while a Contributing Editor can only edit Stories that they created. There are some new elements on
this page, such as the Byline text identifying the person who posted the Story and when.

Click on the Stories link to return to the list of Stories. When it appears, you'll see a new Story named "The Yellow Brick Road" at the top of the list. Click on the title
to return to your new Story.

Take a few minutes to add and edit Stories until you feel comfortable, then you're ready to carry on.

QuickStart Guide: Add A Story
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QuickStart Guide: Add A Picture
Manila makes it easy for you to add Pictures to your Stories. Click on Pictures in the Editors Only links and you'll see a screen like the one below.

The Pictures list is empty, since we haven't added any yet. When we do, you'll see they're listed like Stories, with Date, Subject and Originator. They're also sorted by
date so the newest appears at the top of the list.

Create A New Picture

You'll find the Create a New Picture link near the bottom of the page, after the list of pictures. Click on it and you'll see a form like the one below (starting to see a
pattern here, aren't you?  ).

QuickStart Guide: Add A Picture
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The Create A New Picture form is much like the Create A New Story form, only it has a new field to choose a GIF or JPEG file from your computer. Before you can
add a Picture to your Story, you'll need to have one, so let's use the one below.

To get this image, select it using the right button on your mouse (Windows) or by clicking and holding the mouse button down (Macintosh). You'll see a pop-up menu
and one of the choices will let you save the selected image to your computer. Call it "yellowbrickroad.gif" and put it in a folder where you can find it again.

Once "yellowbrickroad.gif" is on your computer, you can send it to your Manila site. Do the following:

Call up the Create A New Picture form.1.  

Enter "Yellow Brick Road Image" as the Title.2.  

Click Browse and select "yellowbrickroad.gif" on your computer.3.  

Click Post New Picture to send the file.4.  

The time it takes to send a graphic depends on it's size. Our file is relatively small (about 8K) so it shouldn't take more than ten or fifteen seconds, even over a modem.

When the upload has finished, a page like the one below will appear.

QuickStart Guide: Add A Picture
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A Picture page shows the Title, the Byline, the Edit This Page button (if you created it, or you're a Managing Editor), the image, and instructions for how to use the
Picture in a Story. All you have to do is put the Title, in quotes, into a Story and the image will appear there.

Let's add our Picture to the Story we created earlier, as follows:

Click on Stories in the Editor's Only links.1.  

Click on The Yellow Brick Road in the Stories list.2.  

Click Edit This Page when the Story appears.3.  

Put your cursor at the end of the Text field content and press Return twice.4.  

Enter "Yellow Brick Road Image", with the quotes, into the Text field.5.  

Click Post Changes.6.  

When the page reloads, it should look like the one below.

As you can see, the quoted Title has been replaced with the image itself. This is how Manila makes it easy to add photographs, illustrations, diagrams or other graphics
to your site. All you have to do is 1) Send the graphic, 2) Give it a title, and 3) Put the title where you want the Picture.

QuickStart Guide: Add A Picture
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Try the following:

Click Edit This Page.1.  

Add some text on the same line as the Picture title2.  

Click Post Changes to see how it looks.3.  

Click Edit This Page again and this time start a new paragraph with more text below the Picture.4.  

Click Post Changes to see your changes.5.  

Repeat the editing, this time using the Picture Title in two places.6.  

Once you're satisfied with how Pictures work, it's time to move on.

QuickStart Guide: Add A Picture
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QuickStart Guide: Use A Shortcut
Now that we have a new Story, we should link to it from the Home Page so visitors and other members will find it. Manila has a unique feature called Shortcuts that
makes it is easy to create and maintain links on your Web site. If you're a Managing Editor, there's a Shortcuts link in Editors Only links. Contributing Editors can look
at the Shortcuts list and use them in Stories, but can't create them.

To begin, click on the Shortcuts link to call up a page like the one below.

There are already some Shortcuts in the list, even if you haven't used this feature yet. That's because Manila is usually set up to add a Shortcut for each new Story and
Picture you create. The Home Page is also in the list (It Worked!) because it's a Story. You can create Shortcuts manually by entering the link text into the Name field
and the link destination into the Address field. Let's use the one that's already there for "The Yellow Brick Road" to add a link to our Home Page.

Linking To A Story From The Home Page

Call up your Home Page and click Edit This Page. When it's ready to edit, put the following line at the top of the Text field: It's time to "take a hike"
on "The Yellow Brick Road". When you've added the line, click Post Changes and wait for the Home Page to reappear. It should look something like the
example below.

QuickStart Guide: Use A Shortcut
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You can see the phrase "The Yellow Brick Road" (without the quotes) has been turned into a link. In Manila, Shortcuts let you use easy, memorable titles to create
links without having to worry about where the destination file is. Simple! If there's no Shortcut that matches your quoted text, it just stays quoted, as "take a hike" did
in this example.

Click Edit This Page to have a look at the Shortcut text again, then carry on.

QuickStart Guide: Use A Shortcut
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QuickStart Guide: Use The Discussion Group
So far we've looked at some of the Manila features for publishing Web pages. There is another called the Discussion Group (DG) that lets you have conversations on
your Web site, either among Editors or between all Members. When a Manila site is created, it's usually set up so anyone can look at your DG but only Members and
Editors can post Messages.

To begin, click on Discussion Group in the Editor's Only links to call up the main DG page, as shown below.

A DG is made up of Messages, and each Message is either a new topic or a response to another Message. The DG page lists the latest Messages and uses a Calendar to
let you browse older ones. Any date when at least one Message was posted will be an active link on the Calendar. Clicking on a linked date calls up the DG page with
all the Messages posted that day.

Looking at the example DG page above, you can that adding our Yellow Brick Road Image to the Manila site created a Message - because Pictures are stored as
Messages, too.

Creating A New Topic

DG conversations, like most online discussions (e.g., newsgroups, Web-based forums), are organized into threads or topics. Each thread begins with a new topic and
continues for as long as there are responses.

To begin a thread, click on the Create A New Topic link and you'll see a page like the one below (if you're using Internet Explorer 5 or later on Windows, you'll have a
simple tool bar just above the Text field - we'll cover that elsewhere).
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Do the following:

Enter a Title.1.  

Enter the body of the Message.2.  

Click Post New Message.3.  

When the new page loads, you'll see something like the example below.

QuickStart Guide: Use The Discussion Group
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When you look at a Message, you see information about

Who posted the Message●   

When it was posted●   

The Message number●   

Whether it's the top Message in a thread (i.e, a new topic)●   

What, if any, the next Message is●   

How many times it's been read.●   

We'll get into this in more detail elsewhere, but have a look at the form near the bottom of the page. It's almost exactly like the one we used to create this new topic,
only it's for responding to it. When you're looking at a Message, depending on what kind of Member you are and how the Manila site is set up, you'll see this response
form.

The form comes with an appropriate Title, so all you need to do is enter some text and click Post Response to add your Message to the DG. The author of a Message
sees the Edit This Page button, so they can edit a Message after it's been posted. The Managing Editor can edit any Message.

Manila keeps track of which Messages are new topics and which ones are responses. When you look at a topic Message, you'll see all of the responses to it. When you
look at a response Message, you'll see only those Messages in responses to it, not the entire thread. The page below shows what our DG Message would look like after
there was a response to it.

QuickStart Guide: Use The Discussion Group
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Responses are listed below the body of the Message, just before the Response Form.

Responding To The Home Page

Let's look at Messages another way. Call up your Home Page and look near the bottom, and you'll see a Manila page element we haven't talked much about; it looks
like this:

The cowskull is a link that calls up your Home Page as a DG Message. Remember that every page you can edit is a Message, and that some Messages are Stories, and
one of the Stories is the Home Page. So your Home Page is also a Message, so you can browse it that way and respond to it too.

Let's have a look. Click on the cowskull and you'll see a page something like the one below (some of the original Home Page content has been removed for simplicity).
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You can see the Home Page content, but with the added information of a Message (who posted it, when, etc.) as well as a Response Form at the bottom. Enter some
text, click Post Response, and you'll see a page like the example below.
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Because we are looking at a response Message, the same kind of information appears near the top and there is a form to respond at the bottom.

Call up the main DG page now and you'll see the new topic and the responses listed there. Take some time to post and edit Messages, and then move on when you're
comfortable.

QuickStart Guide: Use The Discussion Group
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QuickStart Guide: Change Site Colors
The second last stop on our Quick Start trip takes us into the Manila Preferences area. Select the Prefs link and you'll see the main Preferences page. This is where you
set many aspects of the way your site looks and works, but for now we'll concentrate on the second link: Appearances. Click on it to call up the page below.

The Colors area is a form where you enter colors for various elements of your site, such as the background, the text and the links. There is a link at the bottom of the
Colors section (not shown above) that calls up the page shown below with the colors you can use and their names.

QuickStart Guide: Change Site Colors
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The Color Names page comes up in a new, separate browser window so you can switch back and forth between it and the Appearance Preferences page. Let's make a
couple of simple changes to our site, say...a burlywood background with, oh, darkolivegreen text. You can select, copy and paste these color names into the
Appearances form or type them in. Either way, when you're finished, scroll to the bottom of the Appearance Preferences page and click Submit. When the form
reloads, you'll see it the changed colors right away. Call up your Home Page and you'll see a page like the example below.

Not your cup of tea? No problem - just point your browser back to the Appearances Preferences and change the colors as many times as you like! Once you've settled
on the colors for your site, you can move on.

QuickStart Guide: Change Site Colors
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QuickStart Guide: Sign Out
There may be times when you want to sign out of a Manila site, either because you're using a public location to work on the site or perhaps you want to see what it
looks like to a visitor. Either way, the Members box is the way to do this. Call up your Home Page and click on the Sign Out link to call up the page below.

Click Sign Out to confirm that you want to, and Manila will return you to the Home Page. Now you'll see the page without the Editors Only links, Edit This Page
buttons and so on. When you're ready to edit the site again, just login and you're away.

Congratulations! You've completed the QuickStart Guide.

QuickStart Guide: Sign Out
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Manila Overview: Membership And Roles
You can think of a Manila site as an intersection where editors, writers, graphic artists, Web designers, content, members and visitors meet. A
site can take many different forms depending on what it's being used for, and we'll look at some of these models in the next section. For now,
let's consider the diagram below showing a typical Manila site.

Editorial Roles

There are two editorial roles on a Manila site: Managing Editor and Contributing Editor. If you run the site, you're probably the Managing
Editor. In that role, you can

Change the Home Page●   

Create Stories, Pictures and DG Messages●   

Use Preferences to change the way the site looks and operates●   

Maintain the site using the Administration features●   

Send Bulletins●   

As Managing Editor you can also edit any Story, Picture or Message on the site, no matter who created it.

One of the Preferences the Managing Editor controls is the list of Contributing Editors. Any Member can be selected as a Contributing Editor.
This lets them create Stories, Pictures and DG Messages, but doesn't allow them to change the Home Page, or access the Prefs, Admin and
Bulletins features. Contributing Editors can edit the Stories, Pictures or Messages they created.

The Managing Editor can also name other Managing Editors, who then gain the same level of control over the site.

The editorial roles on a site could be broken down like this:

Webmaster - Managing Editor●   

Web designer - Managing Editor●   

Editor - Managing Editor●   

Writer - Contributing Editor●   

Graphic Artist - Contributing Editor●   

Membership

Membership is normally turned on for a new Manila site and your Home Page will have a Members box with links for joining and logging in.
Once someone joins, there are site Membership Preferences that determine what kind of access they have.

Depending on your needs, you can set your site up so

The DG is reserved for selected Members only●   

All Members can participate in the DG but Visitors can't read it●   

Manila Overview: Membership And Roles
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All Members can participate and Visitors can read the DG●   

Membership can be turned off on a Manila site. In that case, the Members box and the Signup page don't appear. The Managing Editor can still
add members manually, and their access to the DG is determined by the DG settings described above.

The Managing Editor controls whether there's a link on the DG page to create a new topic. If not, Members can only respond to topics created
by the Managing and Contributing Editors. Members can edit the Messages they create.

When someone becomes a Member, they choose whether or not to receive email Bulletins from the site. This is their choice, not one that you
can change - wouldn't want to spam anyone!

Visitors

Your Home Page is usually open to all visitors, although there's an Editor's Only setting to block everyone else. Otherwise, visitors can look at
what you have on the Home Page and follow links to the Stories you've posted. Unless they join, however, they won't receive Bulletins or be
able to participate in the DG. Visitors can join by following the Join Now link in the Members Box and filling out a simple form.

Manila Overview: Membership And Roles
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Manila Overview: Messages, Stories And Pictures
There are several major pieces that make up the content on a Manila site, as follows:

Messages●   

Stories●   

Pictures●   

News Items●   

Gems●   

We'll examine the first three here and look at News Items and Gems in the next topic.

When we created these in the QuickStart Guide, we used a different item in the Editor's Only links to work with each one. From Manila's point
of view, though, the Message is the basic unit of content. Every time you upload a Picture, write a Story or post in a DG, you're creating a
Message. Another way to look at this, as we mentioned earlier, is that some Messages are selected to be Stories, some are Pictures and one is
chosen to be the current Home Page Story.

The diagram below shows a very simple Manila site.

This site has one Home Page, one Picture, two Stories and five Messages. If you look at the Home Page, you'll see a vertical black line
connecting it to Story 1. That's because your Home Page is also a Story, in this case Story 1. Below Story 1 is another line joining it to Message
1 - because every Story is also a Message. Story 1 will always be Message 1, Story 3 will be Message 3, and so on. Any Story can be the Home
Page.

Now look at Message 2 and you'll see a black line connecting it to Picture 2. That's because Message 2 was created when someone uploaded a
Picture to this Manila site.

Messages 3 and 5 are just that: Messages. They won't show up in a Stories or Pictures list. Message 4, on the other hand, is also a Story.

How A Message Is Created

Messages can be created directly in the DG, or indirectly using the Stories and Pictures pages. In the DG, a new Message is created each time
you create a new topic or post a response. In the Stories page, every new Story you create is also a new Message. The same applies to Pictures -
whenever you upload a new Picture a new Message is created to hold it.

You may have noticed that when a Story or Picture is created, it shows up in the DG list. Now you know why - because they're really just
Messages.

How A Story Is Created

Stories can be created in one of two ways. You can use the Stories page to create a new Story, which is the way we did it in the QuickStart
Guide. Another way - if you're a Managing Editor - is to select a Message and promote it to being a Story (including the Home Page Story).

Manila Overview: Messages, Stories And Pictures
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How A Picture Is Created

There's only one way to create a Picture, and that's using the Pictures page. You can't take an existing Message or Story and convert it to a
Picture.

Manila Overview: Messages, Stories And Pictures
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Manila Overview: Messages, News Items and Gems
News Items are a special kind of Message with features that are not available in ordinary Messages or Stories. When a site uses News Items,
there's more flexibility in who creates them and how they show up on the Home Page.

News Items

Like Pictures and Stories, every News Item is also a Message. The diagram below shows a Manila site using News Items as well as Messages,
Stories and Pictures.

This site has one Home Page, one Picture, two Stories, two News Items - all based on five Messages. Notice that the Home Page is not a Story
this time, but a list of News Items. A site can use either Stories or News Items on the Home Page, but not both.

How A News Item Is Created

News Items are created on a special News page, available in the Editor's Only links when a site is configured to use News Items. The Managing
Editor of a site choose who can create News Items and who can post them to the Home Page. Each News Item is also a Message, but because
they have a special format they should always be handled through the News page rather than the Discussion Group.

Gems

Gems are files you make available on a Manila site but that don't appear as part of a Story. Gems are not Messages at all; they are a simple way
to add files like QuickTime movies or Word documents to your site. They can, however, make use of Shortcuts depending on how your site is
configured.

Manila Overview: Messages, News Items and Gems
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Manila Overview: Site Customization
There's a powerful set of tools for customizing the way a Manila site looks and operates. They're found under Prefs in the Editor's Only links,
and they include:

Appearances●   

Editorial●   

Legal Tags●   

Searching●   

Syndication●   

Membership●   

Confirmation●   

Plug-ins●   

Advanced●   

Appearances

This is where you make changes to the basic look of a Manila site, such as the Site Name, the Tag Line, many of the colors (background, text
and so on), whether or not a Calendar appears on the Home Page, whether or not Bylines appear beneath Stories and whether there's a Create
New Topic link on the DG page.

Editorial

This is where you set up who the Managing and Contributing Editors will be, when email notifications are sent and to who, and whether
Shortcuts are created automatically for new Stories.

Legal Tags

Manila lets you decide how much HTML your Members and Editors can use. In the Legal Tags Preferences you can disable HTML tags and
they'll be converted to ordinary text instead of changing the look of your pages.

Searching

A Manila site can be made searchable by setting up information about the search engine server. (Note: no search engine servers are available
yet).

Syndication

One powerful way to reach a larger audience is through syndication. In simple terms, Manila can automatically create a simple outline of the
news on your Home Page whenever it changes. If you register your site with another site that supports syndication, your news will appear on
their site. The Syndication Preference is where you set up the news outline for your site.

Membership

This Preference is where you enable Membership for the site, set up what kind of access Members and visitors have, layout what your plain
text and HTML email Bulletins will look like and change where the Membership pages, such as Login and Profiles, are found.

Confirmation

The Confirmation Preference is where you set up the email and welcome page that new Members see when they join.

Manila Overview: Site Customization
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Plug-ins

The Plug-ins Preference is where you control custom features on your your Manila site. A plug-in is a separate program that works with Manila
to give it new capabilities. Because they're not part of Manila, the plug-ins you have depends on the Manila host you're using. You can enable
and disable plug-ins, learn more about them and configure them from this page.

Advanced

Last but certainly not least, the Advanced Preference is where the power user tools are found. From here you control the following:

Navigation - automated navigation links●   

Template - the master Web page that all pages are built from●   

Cascading Style Sheet - CSS code added to all your pages●   

JavaScript - JavaScript code added to all your pages●   

Site Structure - readable URLs, automated TOCs and Next/Prev links●   

Custom Prefs - select the Member registration information●   

News Day Template - the look of the Home Page when more than one Home Page Story is shown●   

Navigation Appearance - the appearance of the Navigation links●   

Calendar Appearance - the design of the Calendar●   

Join Now Members Box - the design of the Members Box before login●   

Sign Out Members Box - the design of the Members Box after login●   

Manila Overview: Site Customization
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Manila Overview: Site Administration
The Managing Editor's job involves some housekeeping, and Manila offers two ways to handle administrative tasks. One is the Admin page, a
set of forms for removing Stories, deleting Messages and so on. The other is the Admin box, a form found on certain pages with specific
actions for a Story, Message or Picture.

Admin Page

The Admin page is called up with an item in the Editor's Only links. It has a form for each of the following:

Deleting an entry from the Stories list●   

Deleting an entry from the Pictures list●   

Deleting a DG Message●   

Adding a DG Message to the Stories list●   

Adding a Member●   

Blocking a Member (from accessing the site)●   

Unblocking a Member●   

Looking at any Messages being edited●   

Forcing an end to a Message editing session●   

Admin Box

The Admin box shows up in a page so the Managing Editor can do some administrative task with that page. An example of an Admin box
appears below.

This Admin box will appear on a Message page; the box content varies depending on whether the Message is also a Story or Picture.

Manila Overview: Site Administration
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Manila Overview: How A Story Is Served
When someone browses a page on a Manila site, they're seeing the result of the Manila serving process. The diagram below provides a simple
explanation of how this works.

Manila Overview: How A Story Is Served
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Types Of Manila Sites
●   The Brochure Site

The Essay Site

The Newsroom Site

●   The Community Site

Types Of Manila Sites
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Types Of Manila Sites: The Brochure Site
The Brochure Site is the simplest kind of Manila site, one that has fairly static content. It could be used to advertise a company that offers a
simple product line. The diagram below describes a Brochure Site.

The Home Page

The Home Page for a Brochure Site is straight forward and rarely or never updated. The Home Page features the company logo, a product
photo montage and buttons linking to the other Web pages on the site. Once a year or so the site is redesigned and the Home Page takes on the
new look and feel.

Membership is turned off on this type of site, so no Members box appears. The only goal is to have a Web site people can visit to find out about
the company, its products and email, telephone and address information. The Calendar is also turned off since the it changes infrequently.

The Editorial Team

The Brochure Site gets by with a single Managing Editor and no Contributing Editors. The Managing Editor looks after all aspects of the site,
from the Appearance Pref that sets the colors to the Template Pref that determines the layout of the pages. They update the Home Page, create
any other Stories that make up the site and upload any Pictures that are needed.

Stories

Each of the Brochure Site categories is a single Story, so there are only a few Stories other than the Home Page: Contact Information, Products,
Services and History.

Pictures

The Brochure Site uses some Pictures, such as the company logo and a few product photographs.

Discuss

The Discussion Group isn't used at all. There are no Members to have a public discussion and since only one person maintains the site there's
no need for an editorial backroom.

Prefs

The Managing Editor uses the most common Prefs, such as Appearance, Advanced -> Template and Advanced -> Navigation Links to set up
the look and operation of the site. Once it's up and running, there are only rare changes to the Prefs.

Types Of Manila Sites: The Brochure Site
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Admin

Because the site is quite static, and there are no Members, the Admin area is hardly ever used once the site has been set up.

Bulletins

There is no need for Bulletins on the Brochure Site - there are no Members!

Types Of Manila Sites: The Brochure Site
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Types Of Manila Sites: The Essay Site
The Home Page of an Essay Site is, well, an essay! The essay changes regularly, and the site uses the DG as a working area for essays in
progress. The diagram below describes an Essay Site.

The Home Page

The Home Page for the Essay Site has a logo for the site and the latest essay. There's Calendar on the Home Page so older essays in the archive
can be browsed. Membership is turned on for the Essay Site, mainly so Bulletins will work.

The Editorial Team

The Brochure Site has one Managing Editor (someday there will be enough money to hire Contributing Editors for research :-( ). The
Managing Editor looks after the entire site, from appearance to administration. They write the essays, update the Home Page and create the
Pictures.

Stories

The only Stories on the Essay Site are the Home Page and the archived essays.

Pictures

The Essay Site uses Pictures for the site logo and to illustrate each essay.

Discuss

The DG is used as a private writing area by the Managing Editor. Visitors and Members can not access the DG, where each new essay starts its
life as a Message. Once the essay is ready, the Managing Editor promotes it to the Home Page Story. The older Home Page is automatically
archived and available through the Calendar.

Prefs

The Managing Editor uses the most common Prefs, such as Appearance and Advanced -> Template to set up the look and operation of the site.
They removed the Navigation Links macro from the Template, relying on the site logo that links back to the Home Page. Changes to Prefs are
few and far between, other than when the site gets a new design.

Admin

Although the Home Page changes regularly, the Admin area is hardly ever needed. A Picture or Message is occasionally deleted, and once in a
while a Member is added manually.

Types Of Manila Sites: The Essay Site
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Bulletins

Bulletins are critical to an Essay Site because email remains the most popular form of Net communication. When a new essay is published, the
Managing Editor sends a Bulletin (to Members who chose to receive Bulletins) with a brief description of the essay and a link to the Home
Page.

Types Of Manila Sites: The Essay Site
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Types Of Manila Sites: The Newsroom Site
The Newsroom Site is a busy place! The Home Page is a rapidly changing guide to the latest news on a site where writers, graphic artists, Web
designers and editors are forever adding new content and enhancing the presentation. The diagram below describes a Newsroom Site.

The Home Page

The Home Page for a Newsroom Site includes the logo, a site navigation bar, pointers to new articles, excerpts from lead stories and more. A
new Story is created and made into the current Home Page Story each morning. As the day goes on, it's edited to add and change content. The
Home Page also displays the previous two Home Page Stories from the archive, using the Multiple News Days feature. There are dates above
the current and previous Home Page Stories. The Calendar is used for access to anything older than two days. The Newsroom Site uses
Membership to track the most popular articles and to send out Bulletins.

The Editorial Team

The Newsroom Site has a Managing Editor (ME) for Web Design and another as Editor-In-Chief. The ME/Web Design, in consultation with
the ME/Editor-In-Chief, looks after the structure, appearance and navigation of the site, including the Home Page. The ME/Editor-In-Chief
makes the final call on all content and does some of the writing as well. There are Contributing Editors (CE) to write and handle photography
and graphic work.

The Editorial Team, which is spread out across the country, relies on email notification to keep everyone in the loop for new and changing
Stories, Pictures and DG Messages.

Stories

The ME/Editor-In-Chief chooses Stories from DG Messages authored by the CE/Writers. A Story is never created directly, only by promotion
from a DG Message.

Pictures

The Newsroom Site makes heavy use of Pictures to support Web design work with logos, buttons and banners, and to complement articles with
photographs and diagrams. All Pictures are created by CE/Graphic Artists based on specifications from the ME/Web Design (size, color depth,
resolution, etc.). The ME/Web Design receives email notification whenever Pictures are posted.

Types Of Manila Sites: The Newsroom Site
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Discuss

The Discussion Group is closed to Visitors and Members. It's used by the Editorial Team to talk about business and company matters, and as
the starting point for new articles. When an article is ready, the ME/Editor-In-Chief makes the Message into a Story and notifies the ME/Web
Design if it needs to be linked in for the next Home Page update.

The ME/Web Design builds each Home Page update as a Message first. When the time comes, the Message is converted to a Story and then
selected as the Home Page. The old Home Page is automatically archived.

Prefs

The ME/Web Design uses virtually every Preference, including Syndication so the news can be carried by other sites, Cascading Style Sheets
to make it easier to control the overall site design, and Legal Tags to make sure no unwanted HTML slips through from the writers.

The ME/Editor-In-Chief uses the Editorial Preferences to assign roles on the site and keep email notification in order. Between the two
Managing Editors, the Preferences on a Newsroom Site are changing all the time.

Admin

The ME/Editor-In-Chief uses the Admin area to pull Stories and Pictures after twelve months, which is the site policy.

Bulletins

Bulletins summing up the week's events are sent out every Friday. Members like this better than the daily Bulletins that were tested. Now they
can keep up with the main news without being overloaded. The Web Designer set up the HTML version of the Bulletin to match the Home
Page.

Types Of Manila Sites: The Newsroom Site
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Types Of Manila Sites: The Community Site
The Community Site is an open, topical forum where Members swap ideas and comments. The Managing Editor highlights the most
provocative and insightful Messages on the Home Page, and posts related links and material there as well. The Community Site's content
evolves through the efforts of its Members rather than the more traditional publishing model. The diagram below describes the Community
Site.

The Home Page

The Home Page for a Community Site has a logo, site navigation links and pointers to interesting DG Messages. This type of site requires
Membership. The point is to participate rather than watch, so there's little need for Stories (the Home Page and FAQ may be the only Stories on
the site). The Calendar is used to browse the archives of the Home Page, which is updated frequently.

The Editorial Team

The Community Site needs only a Managing Editor to update the Home Page and act as a moderator and filter for the DG.

Stories

Stories play a very small role on the Community Site, because the Discussion Group is where the action is. The Home Page is the only Story
that gets regular attention since it acts as the front door for the DG.

Pictures

The Community Site has a few Pictures, but the emphasis is on words and conversation. The Managing Editor uses some Pictures on the Home
Page from time to time.

Discuss

The DG is the hub of the Community Site. This is where Members come together to play, learn, discover and create. Sometimes the
Community Site is focused, perhaps on an upcoming event like a civic festival. Other times it's driven by a philosophical position -
existentialism, anyone? In any case, given the right topic, timing and Members, it can be the most dynamic type of site.

The Managing Editor may connect the DG email notification to a separate mailing list for Members to join, so Messages are emailed when they
appear in the DG.

Prefs

The Managing Editor seldom uses the Preferences once the site is set up. Legal Tags are definitely configured to control the HTML on a
Community Site, since there may be hundreds or even thousands of writers.
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Admin

In a site where membership is open and posting is encouraged, the Managing Editor uses the Admin area to block Members who refuse to
adhere to community guidelines. The Managing Editor also deletes Messages they deem inappropriate. Since every Member receives a copy of
the community guidelines in their welcoming email, no one can say they didn't know about it!

Bulletins

Bulletins play a small role in a Community Site, where most Members check the site frequently. Once in a while a guest is invited to join in the
discussion for a short period, and a Bulletin is sent out to notify the Members about it.

Types Of Manila Sites: The Community Site
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●   Title And Text Content

●   Adding A Story
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●   Deleting A Story From The Stories List

●   Using The HTML Toolbar

●   Story, Message and Picture Custody
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Stories: Title And Text Content
There are two parts of a Story to edit: Title and Text.

General

When editing the Text and Title of a Story, the safest approach is to use plain text. Some special characters, such as é, may be accepted while
others aren't, depending on your browser and operating system. For example, if you copy and paste from a word processor, certain characters -
like bullets - won't translate correctly. Always use HTML Entities - such as &eacute; for é - to display non-ASCII characters.

You can insert HTML code in the Title and Text fields, however it's best to avoid HTML in Titles (for reasons explained below).

Title

The Title of a Story shows up in the Stories list, and generally appears near the top of the Story page. The Managing Editor can change the
Title location or remove it altogether. The Title also becomes the HTML title for a Story, the one that shows up at the top of the browser
window and in search engine results.

You can put simple HTML formatting tags into a Title, such as <i> (italic) or <b> (bold), but it creates strange HTML titles because you see
the tag content rather than the intended formatting.

It's a good idea to come up with meaningful Titles for your Stories. Titles may be used to create Shortcuts automatically (depending on the site
setup). Since Shortcuts are unique, if you use the same name twice only one will end up as a Shortcut. The better your Titles are, the easier it is
for Members to use the site, and the simpler for you to keep track of Stories and link to them.

Text

The Text of a Story allows as much or as little HTML as you need, within the Legal Tag limits set by the Managing Editor. When an illegal
HTML tag is entered it gets converted to ordinary text and displayed. This process is called "neutering", and it helps maintain a consistent
appearance on a Manila site with many Members and Contributing Editors.

Some other notes:

Two returns will create a new paragraph●   

One return will not start a new line (use the HTML tag <br> instead)●   

The tab key only creates a single space●   

Manila will try to convert any phrase "inside quotes" into a link using the Shortcuts list (if there's no such Shortcut, the phrase appears
as is)

●   

Manila will try to evaluate any phrase in { these brackets } as a Macro (if there's no such Macro, the phrase appears as is)●   

The backslash character, \, keeps Manila from trying to interpret the next character as part of an HTML tag, a Shortcut or a Macro. It
will also prevent a URL or email address from being made active if you place it in front of the :// or @ characters.

●   
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Stories: Adding A Story
There are two ways to add a Story to a site, as follows:

Create A New Story●   

Make A Message Into A Story●   

Create A New Story

Follow these steps to create a new Story:

Log in as a Managing or Contributing Editor.1.  

Call up the Stories page.2.  

Click on the Create A New Story link at the bottom of the Stories list.3.  

Enter the Title and Text information.4.  

Click Post New Story.5.  

Note: be careful not to click Post New Story more than once or you may end up with several copies of the same new story.

Make A Message Into A Story

Follow these steps to make a DG Message into a Story:

Log in as Managing Editor.1.  

Call up the Discuss page.2.  

Locate the Message that will become a Story.3.  

In the Admin box near the bottom of the page, select "Make this a story" and click Submit.4.  

Click on the story link or use the Stories page to call up the new Story.5.  

Stories: Adding A Story
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Stories: Editing A Story
A Story can be edited by following these steps:

Log in as Managing Editor or Contributing Editor1.  

Call up the Home Page.2.  

Click Edit This Page.3.  

Edit the Title and Text fields.4.  

Click Post Changes.5.  

Note: a Managing Editor can edit all Stories this way, while a Contributing Editor can edit only the Stories they created.
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Stories: Deleting A Story From The Stories List
There are two ways for a Managing Editor to remove a Story from the Stories list, both of which convert it into a normal Message. The two
methods are:

Using The Admin Box●   

Using The Admin Page●   

Using The Admin Box

Follow these steps to delete a Story using the Admin box:

Log in as Managing Editor.1.  

Click the Stories link in the Editor's Only links to call up the Stories page.2.  

Click on the Story you want to delete.3.  

Click the cowskull (Discuss link) to display the Message version.4.  

Click the Remove this story from the stories list radio button in the Admin Box near the bottom of the page, then click Submit.5.  

The Message page for the former Story appears.6.  

Using The Admin Page

Follow these steps to delete a Story using the Admin page:

Log in as Managing Editor.1.  

Click Admin in the Editor's Only links to call up the Admin page.2.  

Click the check box beside the Story you want to delete (in the "Delete from the Stories" section).3.  

Click Delete at the bottom of the "Delete from the Stories" section.4.  

Note: the Home Page Story can not be deleted.

Stories: Deleting A Story From The Stories List
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Using the HTML Toolbar
If you're using Internet Explorer 5 or later on Windows, you'll see a simple tool bar (shown below) above the Text field when you're editing a
Story or Message. This tool bar makes it easier to use HTML.

Using the HTML Editing Tool bar

Follow these steps to use the tool bar

If you want to... Then select the text and...

make text bold click the B button in the tool bar.

italicize text click the I button in the tool bar.

underline text click the U button in the tool bar.

change the text color ●   pull down the Color... menu, and

●   choose a color.

change the text font face ●   pull down the Font... menu, and

●   choose a font face.

change the text alignment (left, right, etc.) ●   pull down the Alignment... menu, and

●   choose an alignment.

change the text format (heading, blockquote, etc.) ●   pull down the Format... menu, and

●   choose a format.

insert a link ●   click the Add Link... button, and

●   enter the link destination address in the dialog box, and

●   click OK.

Note: the tool bar is not aware of the Legal Tags settings for your site, so it's possible to insert HTML that ends up being neutered by Manila.

Using the HTML Toolbar
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Story, Message And Picture Custody
Manila keeps track of the Stories, Messages and Pictures being edited so each item can only be edited by one person at a time.

Checked Out Items

As soon as someone clicks Edit This Page, Manila marks that item as being "checked out", meaning someone is working on it. Manila keeps a list of checked out items
that includes the Message number, the name of the person editing each one and the time they started editing. A Managing Editor can see this list in the Custody area of
the Admin page, which looks like this:

If someone tries to edit an item on the checked out list, they see a Message explaining that it's already being edited. As soon as the person working on it posts their
changes, Manila removes the item from the checked out list and it's available to the whoever who wants it.

Manila also tracks the time spent editing an item and will automatically check it back in again after a certain time. This is in case someone starts to edit and changes
their mind, or perhaps goes home for the day after starting to edit!

A Managing Editor can change the editing time limit using the Editorial Preferences; by default it's 240 minutes (4 hours). A Managing Editor can also force items to
be checked in via the Custody area of the Admin page.

Story, Message And Picture Custody
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Home Page: Overview
Although the Home Page may look like an ordinary Manila Story, it's really a container for Stories or News Items. The way you set up your
Home Page depends on the kind of site you want to run. There are three main modes:

Single Story One Story at a time appears on the Home Page●   

Multiple News Days A configurable number of Stories (one per day) appear on the Home Page●   

News Items A configurable number of News Items appear on the Home Page●   

Single Story

This is the simplest mode, and it's usually the default for a new Manila site. One Story is designated as the Home Page Story, where it looks
and acts like any other Story. It's possible to have an editing form directly on the Home Page for quicker updates, and a Calendar may be
shown although it often isn't needed in this mode.

Multiple News Days

The Multiple News Days mode allows several Stories to appear on the Home Page. When a Story on the Home Page is replaced by another, it
moves into an archive. The Multiple News Days feature simply displays the current Home Page Story along with a selected number of the most
recent ones from the archive. Like single story mode, you can choose to have an editing form on the Home Page. This mode will almost always
have a Calendar so visitors can browse the archive.

News Items

The third mode doesn't use Stories at all, but rather a different kind of Manila content called a News Item. There are many ways to use News
Items, but the general idea is to open up the Home Page to a steady flow of information from a variety of authors. For example, a site could be
configured so any Member can create a News Item which, following the Managing Editor's approval, shows up on the Home Page. A News
Items consists of a Title, a URL (the Title will link to this) and a Description. News Items appear on the Home Page in reverse chronological
order (newest to oldest) and are limited in number as part of the setup.

Home Page: Overview
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Home Page: Single Story Mode
A Manila site in single story mode has a straightforward Home Page where a selected Story shows up. The image below shows this kind of Home Page, before login.

The Managing Editor can edit or replace the Story. It can be edited by clicking Edit This Page to call up a Story editing form. When it's replaced, as with a Flip Home Page
command, the old Story goes into an archive.

If the Home Page Story will be edited frequently, there's an Appearance Preference to show the editing form beneath the Story. The screen below shows a Home Page with
a single Story, the editing form enabled and the Calendar turned off. Note the Edit This Page button can still be used.

Home Page: Single Story Mode
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Titles

Normally, the Story's Title appears just on top of the Story (to the right of the "Home" navigation link in the example above). For sites where the Story Title is the same as
the name of the site this doesn't work very well since the Site Name is already at the top of the page.

If you removed the Title from your Template, none of the pages would have one. The solution is an Appearance Preference that hides the Title on the Home Page without
affecting other pages.

Home Page: Single Story Mode
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Home Page: Archive And Calendar
When a Home Page Story is replaced, it moves into an archive. This happens you use the Flip Home Page command (which creates a new,
blank Home Page Story for you to edit) or when another Story is promoted to Home Page. The Calendar is a tool for browsing an archive,
either of Discussion Group Messages, or in this case, archived Stories. The diagram below shows an example of this.

In this example, the current Home Page Story is December 13th and the December 1999 archive holds eight pages: December 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9
and 10.

A Home Page Story is moved into the archive Stories are archived under the date they're created, not the flip date. An example of an archived
Story URL would be

http://weblogs.userland.com/manilaNewbies/2000/05/10

Also, note that only former Home Page Stories are in the archive, not all Stories. A complete Story list is available under Stories in the Editor's
Only links.

To continue with the example, the December 1 archive entry holds the Home Page Story created on December 1st and flipped on December
2nd. The December 2 archive was created on December 2nd and flipped on December 3rd, and so on.

The Calendar lets you browse through Home Page archives. The creation date for each archived Home Page Story becomes a link to that page.

Archived Story Titles

Normally, the Story's Title appears just above the Story. For sites where the Story Title is the same as the name of the site this doesn't work
very well since the Site Name appears at the top of the page. To keep this from happening with archived Stories, there's a an Appearance
Preference to hide the Title on archived Stories without.

Home Page: Archive And Calendar
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Home Page: Multiple News Days Mode
A Manila site can be set up to display a number of archived Home Page Stories as well as the current one. The diagram below shows an example of how this works.

The Home Page is configured to show three days worth of Home Page Stories. The current, or active, Home Page Story was created on December 13th. When it's
browsed, however, the two most recently archived Home Page Stories (December 9th and 10th) appear directly below it. The result: three Home Page Stories
(December 13, 10 and 9) appear together.

Example: Home Page With Multiple News Days

The image below shows a Manila Home Page as viewed on December 17th, 1999.

Home Page: Multiple News Days Mode
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This site is set up to show three days worth of news, so there are actually three Home Page Stories on this Home Page. Each one is dated according to when it was
created. The current Home Page Story was created Friday, December 17th, and its Title is the Title of the Home Page - "Today's News".

The current Home Page Story can be changed by clicking Edit This Page to call up an editing form like the one shown below.

Each part of the current Home Page Story is simply a paragraph. We could change these paragraphs and click Post Changes to revise the current Home Page Story. If
this were a news site, each paragraph would be a news item and the current Home Page Story might change many times over the course of a day.

The other two Home Page Stories were created on December 9th and November 27th. Each can be called up directly using the Calendar. The image below shows the
November 27th Home Page Story being displayed from the archive.

Home Page: Multiple News Days Mode
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Home Page: Multiple News Days Mode
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Home Page: Editing The Home Page Story
The current Home Page Story (News Items are handled differently) on a Manila site can be edited in the following ways:

Edit This Page●   

Update Home Page Story●   

Promote A Story To The Home Page●   

Promote A Message To The Home Page●   

Flip The Home Page●   

Edit This Page

The simplest way to make changes to the current Home Page Story is use the Edit This Page button. Follow these steps:

Log in as Managing Editor.1.  

Call up the Home Page.2.  

Click Edit This Page.3.  

Edit the Title and Text fields.4.  

Click Post Changes.5.  

Update Home Page Story

A Manila site can be set up with an editing form as part of the Home Page. In that case, follow these steps:

Log in as Managing Editor.1.  

Call up the Home Page.2.  

Edit the Title and Text fields.3.  

Click Update Home Page.4.  

Promote A Story To The Home Page

Any Story can be promoted to the Home Page for a site, replacing the current one. Follow these steps:

Log in as Managing Editor.1.  

Call up the Stories page.2.  

Select the Story that will become the Home Page.3.  

Click the cowskull icon to display the Message view of the Story.4.  

In the Admin box near the bottom of the page, select "Make this the home page?" and click Submit.5.  

Click Yes to confirm this action.6.  

Call up the Home Page to see the new content.7.  

Promote A Message To The Home Page

Any Message can be converted to a Story and promoted to the Home Page, replacing the current Home Page Story. Follow these steps:

Log in as Managing Editor.1.  

Call up the Discuss page.2.  

Select the Message that will become the Home Page.3.  

In the Admin box near the bottom of the page, select "Make this the home page?" and click Submit.4.  

Click Yes to confirm this action.5.  

Call up the Home Page to see the new content.6.  

Home Page: Editing The Home Page Story
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Flip The Home Page

If the Home Page has a Calendar, the current Home Page Story can be archived and a new, empty one created in a single operation. This is
called "flipping" the Home Page. Follow these steps:

Log in as Managing Editor.1.  

Call up the Home Page.2.  

Click Flip Home Page.3.  

When the explanatory page appears, click Flip Home Page again to confirm your action.4.  

When Home Page appears, it will have the same Title as before but it will be empty.5.  

Use the "Edit This Page" or "Update Home Page" procedures to add new content.6.  

Home Page: Editing The Home Page Story
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Home Page: News Items Mode
A Manila site can have a Home Page made up of something besides Stories, called News Items. News Items are ideal for sites that need to
highlight a steady flow of news and commentary, from a wide range of authors, on the Home Page.

The diagram below shows the flow of News Items on a Manila site.

The diagram shows three News Item authors: Scarecrow, Dorothy and Tin Man. Each can create a News Item, revise it until ready, and then
release it. When a News Item is released, it moves into the Pending News Items list where the Managing Editor can make any final revisions.
When the Managing Editor is satisfied, the News Item is posted, placing it at the top of the Home Page until the next News Item is posted.

Manila has preferences to control who creates News Items and who approves them for posting to the Home Page.

Example: News Items Home Page

The screen below shows a Home Page based on News Items.

Home Page: News Items Mode
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Home Page: News Items Mode
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Pictures: Picture Content
There are three parts of a Manila Picture to edit: Title, Picture File and Text.

General

When editing the Text and Title of a Picture, the safest approach is to use plain text. Some special characters, such as é, may be accepted while
others aren't, depending on your browser and operating system. For example, if you copy and paste from a word processor, certain characters -
like bullets - won't translate correctly. Always use HTML Entities - such as &eacute; for é - to display non-ASCII characters.

You can insert HTML code in the Title and Text fields, however, as explained below, it's best to avoid HTML in Titles.

Title

You will usually use the Picture Title to insert it into Stories and Messages, so it's important to choose descriptive and memorable Titles. Avoid
using HTML in Titles, since it will make it much more difficult to remember and use your Pictures. Imagine trying to remember "<b>The
<i>Red</i> Shoes</b>"!

Another thing to keep in mind when picking Titles is that you may want Pictures and Stories with similar names. To avoid using the same
name for a Picture and a Story, which would cause confusion when you want to use a Shortcut, you could add the word "Image" or something
like it to your Picture Titles. That way you have a Story called "The Red Shoes" with a Picture called "The Red Shoes Image". Your Titles will
still be memorable but there won't be any confusion between the Story Shortcut and Picture Title.

Picture File

You can use two kinds of graphic file to create Pictures in a Manila site, GIF (Graphic Interchange Format) and JPEG (Joint Photographic
Experts Group). In very broad terms, GIF is better for graphics such as logos and buttons, while JPEG is better for photographs or complex
images with more than thousands or millions of colors.

Text

The Text field for a Picture is optional, so you can leave it blank. A good reason to use it is to provide descriptive text for disabled access and
Visitors and Members who surf with graphics turned off.

Manila combines the Title and the Text field to created the alt (short for alternate) attribute for a Picture. For example, if you had the
following entries for a Picture:

Title: "The Red Shoes Image"●   

Text: "A photograph of Dorothy's shoes"●   

The alt attribute would contain

"The Red Shoes Image: A photograph of Dorothy's shoes"

This would appear instead of the Picture, or before it loads, giving the visitor a good idea of what the graphic is about.

Pictures: Picture Content
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Pictures: Adding A Picture
Follow these steps to add a Picture to a Manila site:

Log in as a Managing or Contributing Editor.1.  

Call up the Pictures page.2.  

Click on the Create A New Picture link at the bottom of the Pictures list.3.  

Enter the Title information.4.  

Click Browse button and choose a GIF or JPEG file from your computer.5.  

Optionally, you can enter Text information.6.  

Click Post New Picture.7.  

Notes:

Be careful not to click Post New Picture more than once or you may end up with several copies of the same new picture.●   

If the file you upload is not a supported format (GIF or JPEG), you will see an error message to that effect.●   

Internet Explorer on the Macintosh may encode the picture in MacBinary format, which is not supported. See the Related area below
for instructions on configuring Internet Explorer so it doesn't do this.

●   
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Pictures: Inserting A Picture Into A Story Or Message
Follow these steps to insert a Picture in a Story or Message:

Log in as a Managing or Contributing Editor.1.  

Click on the Pictures link in the Editor's Only tool bar to call up the Pictures page.2.  

Click the Title of the Picture you want to insert.3.  

Select and copy the quoted Picture title from the "To use this..." phrase near the bottom of the page.4.  

Call up the Story or Message editing form.5.  

Paste the Picture Title into the Text field, making sure it is in quotes.6.  

Post the changes.7.  

Notes:

Pictures are left-aligned with one line of the subsequent text appearing beside them. You can use two returns before and after the
quoted Title if you don't want text beside a Picture.

1.  

There can be more than one Picture created with the same Title. When that happens, Manila adds a sequence number to the Title to
create a unique quoted phrase to use when inserting each Picture. For example, "Kansas", "Kansas 2" and "Kansas 3".

2.  

Pictures: Inserting A Picture Into A Story Or Message
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Pictures: Editing A Picture
Follow these steps to edit a Picture:

Log in as a Managing or Contributing Editor.1.  

Click on the Pictures link in the Editor's Only tool bar to call up the Pictures page.2.  

Click the Title to call up the Picture page.3.  

Click Edit This Page.4.  

Edit the Title information.5.  

Click the Browse button to choose a GIF or JPEG file from your computer.6.  

Edit the Text information.7.  

Click Post Changes.8.  

Pictures: Editing A Picture
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Pictures: Deleting A Picture From The Pictures List
Follow these steps to delete a Picture:

Log in as Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Admin in the Editor's Only links to call up the Admin page.2.  

Scroll down to the "Delete from the Pictures list" area.3.  

Click the checkbox beside each Picture you want to delete.4.  

Click Delete below "Delete from the Pictures" area.5.  

Pictures: Deleting A Picture From The Pictures List
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Pictures: Linking Directly To A Picture
There may be times when you need to link directly to a Picture on your site. Using the standard quoted title approach (e.g, "My Picture Name")
doesn't work inside an HTML tag, so a different method is required.

Getting The Direct Picture URL

Follow these steps to get the direct URL for a Picture:

Log in as a Managing or Contributing Editor.1.  

Click on Pictures in the Editor's Only links to call up the Pictures page.2.  

Copy the URL (address) for the Picture by clicking on it with the right button (Windows) or by clicking on it and holding down
(Macintosh). A popup menu will appear and one of the choices will let you copy the image location.

3.  

Paste the copied URL into your document. It should look like this ("xx" is the Picture number):

http://yourdomain.com/pictures/viewer$xx

4.  

Change "pictures/viewer$" to "picture$", so the URL ends up looking like this:

http://yourdomain.com/picture$xx

5.  

Examples

To have an image background for your site, the <body> tag must be used in your Advanced Prefs Template instead of the {body} macro,
and the image can be specified as follows: <body background="http://yourdomain.com/picture$123" text="#cccccc"
alink="#ffffff"> Please note that using the <body> tag this way means the Appearance Prefs for page, text, link, alink and vlink will
no longer have any effect. They have to be coded manually into the <body> tag.

The same direct linking method works for table cell backgrounds, like this: <td
background="http://yourdomain.com/picture$123" valign="top">

Pictures: Linking Directly To A Picture
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Gems: Gem Content
There are two parts of a Manila Gem to edit: Title and File.

Title

If your site is configured to create Shortcuts for new Gems, you'll normally use the Title in Stories and Messages to link to the Gems. Choose
descriptive and memorable Titles and avoid using HTML since it makes it more difficult to remember them.

Another thing: you may want Gems, Pictures and Stories with similar names. To get unique but similar names so your Shortcuts work properly,
add a descriptive word to the end of your Gem Titles. For example, you could have a Gem called "The Red Shoes PDF". That way you could
also have a Picture called "The Red Shoes Image" and a Story called "The Red Shoes" with no confusion between Shortcuts.

Note:
The Title is optional for a Gem. If you don't provide one, Manila will create it based on the name of the file you upload.

Gem File

You can use any kind of file your browser recognizes to create Gems in a Manila site. This would not usually include GIF or JPEG files since
these are more easily handled as Pictures. Some common examples include Acrobat (PDF), Word (DOC) and QuickTime (MOV) files. The
key is that your browser must identify the type of file so Manila will know how to serve it to others. Most file types are automatically
configured in a browser, but not all of them.

Here are some tips to make Gems work smoothly (most of these apply to transferring Internet files in any way):

Macintosh users: it's a good idea to add an extension to your files before uploading them as Gems. So if you have an Acrobat file
"\dorothy", change it to "dorothy.pdf".

1.  

Remove spaces from your file names before uploading. So a Word document called "The Red Shoes" becomes "TheRedShoes.doc\".2.  

Be consistent with capitals in your file names before you upload (not Titles); the simplest approach is to make everything lower case
(e.g., "theredshoes.doc") but inner case (e.g., "theRedShoes.doc\") works well too. If you stick with one method, you'll always know
what to expect and it will make it easier to solve problems later.

3.  

Ideas for Gems

Here are some ways you can use Gems:

External CSS files. If your Style Sheet is getting large, making it a Gem and linking to it lets the browser cache it instead of loading it
with the page each time.

1.  

External JavaScript files. As with Style Sheets, external files can be cached by the browser to speed up response time.2.  
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Gems: Adding a Gem
Follow these steps to add a Gem to a Manila site:

Log in as a Managing or Contributing Editor.1.  

Call up the Gems page.2.  

Click on the Create A New Gem link at the bottom of the Gems list.3.  

Enter a Title (optional).4.  

Click Browse button and choose a file from your computer.5.  

Click Post New Gem.6.  

Notes:

Be careful not to click Post New Gem more than once or you may end up with several copies of the same Gem.●   

Make sure the file you upload has a proper, lower case extension (e.g., ".pdf").●   

You can test the Gem by clicking on the link that appears on the Gems page after you upload.●   
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Gems: Deleting a Gem
Follow these steps to delete a Gem:

Log in as Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Gems in the Editor's Only links to call up the Gems page.2.  

Click the checkbox beside each Gem you want to delete.3.  

Click Delete at the bottom of the list4.  

Note: You can't edit a Gem, so the only way to change one is to delete it and create it again.

Gems: Deleting a Gem
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Shortcuts: Content
There are two parts of a Shortcut to edit: Name and Address.

Name

Since you'll use Shortcut Names in Stories and Messages, it's important to choose ones that are descriptive and memorable. Avoid using
HTML, as it will make them more difficult to remember and use.

Keep in mind that the Name itself - with the same capitalization - will appear as the linked text. It's worth thinking about how you might use
each Shortcut so you end up with Names that work with the style of your site.

Address

The address holds the destination for the Shortcut link. It can contain any valid destination for a HTML link, such as:

http://www.somewebsite.com/somepage.html●   

http://www.somewebsite.com/somegraphic.gif●   

http://www.somewebsite.com/somepage.html#someAnchorInPage●   

ftp://ftp.someftpsite.com●   

mailto:someemail@somesite.com●   

javascript:alert("hello world")●   

#namedAnchorInPage●   

The last one only works if the anchor appears in the same page as the Shortcut.
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Shortcuts: Adding A Shortcut
There are two ways to add a Shortcut, as follows:

Adding A Local Story Or Message Shortcut●   

Adding A Remote Shortcut●   

Adding A Local Story Or Message Shortcut

Follow these steps:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Call up the destination Story or Message.2.  

Click on Shortcuts in the Editor's Only links to call up the Shortcuts page.3.  

Verify that the Name and Address entered automatically by Manila are what you want.4.  

Click Add New Shortcut.5.  

Adding A Remote Shortcut

Follow these steps:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Shortcuts in the Editor's Only links to call up the Shortcuts page.2.  

Enter the Name you want to use as a Shortcut.3.  

Enter the destination address, including the protocol (such as http://, ftp://, etc.).4.  

Click Add New Shortcut.5.  

Notes:

If you manually create a Shortcut using a name that already exists, Manila will replace the existing Shortcut.1.  

Manila can be set up to add Shortcuts automatically for each new Story, using the Story Title as the Shortcut Name.2.  

If you create a Story using a name that's already a Shortcut, and Manila is set up to create Shortcuts automatically, it will not overwrite
the existing Shortcut.

3.  

If you convert a Message into a Story using the Admin Box, a Shortcut will be created if there isn't one, but an existing one will not be
overwritten.

4.  
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Shortcuts: Using A Shortcut In A Story Or Message
Follow these steps to use a Shortcut:

Call up the editing form for the Story or Message.1.  

Enter the Shortcut Name inside "double quotes like these".2.  

Post your changes.3.  

Note: to avoid misspelling the Shortcut, copy the Name from the Shortcuts page and paste it into the editing form.
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Shortcuts: Deleting A Shortcut
Follow these steps to delete a Shortcut:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Shortcuts in the Editor's Only tool bar to call up the Shortcuts page.2.  

Click the checkbox beside each Shortcut you want to delete.3.  

Click Delete at the bottom of the Shortcut list.4.  

Note: to change a Shortcut, manually add a new one with the same Name.
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Discussion Group: Structure
The Discussion Group (DG) is a forum for electronic conversations among Members, Managing Editors and Contributing Editors. A Manila
site can be set up so the DG is reserved for Editors and acts as a back room for site staff.

How Messages Are Created

A DG Message can be created by

Responding to a Story●   

Responding to another DG Message●   

Creating a Topic in the DG●   

Creating a Story (Stories are also Messages)●   

Creating a Picture (Pictures are also Messages)●   

Conversations And Threads

A DG conversation, or thread, begins with a Story, Picture or a Topic Message. We'll look at how it works with a Topic Message, as shown in
the diagram below.

This thread begins with the Topic Message entitled "Hello My Name Is...". It was posted by "The Wizard", and there are two responses. The
first is from "The Tin Man" and the second from "The Lion". In this case, both are responses to the Topic Message. It's also possible to respond
to a response.

Let's look a little closer at the Topic Message, as shown below.
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There's a set of Message information, in addition to the content, that includes the following:

Subject

What the Message is about ("Hello, My Name Is..."

Author

Who posted the Message ("The Wizard"). The Author's name is also a link that calls up the Member profile page.

Posted

When the Message was posted ("121499 5:45 AM")

Msg#

The number of the Message ("838")

Prev/Next

The numbers for the previous and next Messages ("837" and "839"). The Prev and Next values are links that call up the respective
Message

Reads

The number of times a Message has been read ("12")

A response Message, such as the one shown below, contains a bit more information than a Topic Message.

The extra information in a response includes

Topic

The Subject from the Topic Message ("Hello My Name Is..."). The Topic text is a link that calls up the Topic Message.

Msg# (in response to XXX)

The Message number to which this Message is responding ("in response to 838"). The number is a link that calls up that Message.
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Message Archives

Messages are archived by day, as shown in the diagram below.

There's an active link on the DG Calendar for each day a Message was posted. If the DG page is called up and no Messages have been posted
that day, the most recent day with Messages is shown. In this example, assume December 13th is the date the DG page is called up. If there are
no Messages on that date, the DG page would show the last date Messages were posted - December 10th (since no Messages were posted on
the 11th or 12th). If a Message is posted on December 13th, the DG page then shows that Message and any subsequent ones - but those from
10th disappear.
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Discussion Group: Message Title and Text Content
There are two parts of a Message to edit: Title and Text.

General

When editing the Text and Title of a Message, the safest approach is to use plain text. Some special characters, such as é, may be accepted
while others aren't, depending on your browser and operating system. For example, if you copy and paste from a word processor, certain
characters - like bullets - won't translate correctly. Always use HTML Entities - such as &eacute; for é - to display non-ASCII characters.

You can insert HTML code in the Title and Text fields, however it's best to avoid HTML in Titles (for reasons explained below).

Title

The Title of a Message shows up on the Discussion Group page and appears near the top of the Message page. The Title also becomes the
HTML title for a Message, the one that shows up at the top of the browser window and in search engine results.

You can put simple HTML formatting tags into a Title, such as <i> (italic) or <b> (bold), but it creates strange HTML titles because you see
the tag content rather than the intended formatting.

It's a good idea to come up with meaningful Titles for your Messages. The better they are, the easier it is for Members to use your site. It also
makes it easier for you to turn them into Stories and link to them.

Text

The Text of a Message allows as much or as little HTML as you like, within the Legal Tag limits set by the Managing Editor. When an illegal
HTML tag is entered it gets converted to ordinary text and displayed. This process is called "neutering", and helps maintain a consistent
appearance on Manila sites with many Members and Contributing Editors.

Some other notes:

Two returns will create a new paragraph●   

One return will not start a new line (use the HTML tag <br> instead)●   

The tab key only creates a single space●   

Manila will try to convert any phrase "inside quotes" into a link using the Shortcuts list (if there's no such Shortcut, the phrase appears
as is)

●   

Manila will try to evaluate any phrase in { theseBrackets } as a Macro (if there's no such Macro, the phrase appears as is)●   

The backslash character, "\", keeps Manila from trying to interpret the next character as part of an HTML tag, a Shortcut or a Macro.
It will also prevent a URL or email address from being made active if you place it in front of the "://" or "@" symbol.

●   
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Discussion Group: Viewing Messages By Day Or By
Topic
There are two ways to look at a Manila DG (Discussion Group):

All Messages By Day●   

All Topics In The Current Month●   

Follow these steps to view DG Messages:

If you want to... Then...
view the most recent day's Messages click the Discuss link in the Editor's Only links to call up the DiscussionGroup page.
view Messages from another day in the current month click the matching date link on the Calendar.
view Messages from the previous or next month click the month link at the bottom of the Calendar.
view all of the topics in the current calendar month call up the Top Level Topics page (e.g., http://yourdomain.com/discuss/topics). 
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Discussion Group: Navigating A Message Thread
Follow these steps to navigate a Message thread:

If you want to... Then...

view the Topic Message in a thread click the Topic name.

Note: if there is no Topic name, you are looking at the Topic Message).

view all Messages in a thread call up the Topic Message and scroll to below the Message body. The complete
list of Messages in the thread appears under the heading "There are responses to
this message".

view all of the responses to a particular Message call up the Message and scroll to below the Message body. All responses to this
Message appear under the heading "There are responses to this message".

view the Message that the current Message is responding to click the "in response to" number in the Msg# information.

Note: if there is no "in response to" number, you are looking at a Topic
Message).

Note: the Next/Prev links call up the next and previous Messages in numerical order. The Messages in a thread are not necessarily in numerical
order (for example, a thread could be Messages 5, 8, 10 and 25 rather than 5, 6, 7 and 8) so Next/Prev links are not a reliable way to navigate a
thread.
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Discussion Group: Creating A New Topic
Follow these steps to create a new Topic in the DG (Discussion Group):

Login as a Managing or Contributing Editor.1.  

Click on Discuss in the Editor's Only links to call up the Discussion Group page.2.  

Click on Create a new topic at the bottom of the Discussion Group page to call up the Create A New Topic form.3.  

Enter the Title and Text information.4.  

Click Post New Message to create the new Topic.5.  

Notes:

A Manila site can be configured so the Create a new topic link does not appear and new Topics only result from Stories or Pictures
being posted.

1.  

If the DG is open to Members, a link to the DG page should be provided in the site design.2.  
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Discussion Group: Responding To A Message Or Story
Follow these steps to respond to a Message:

Login as a Member, Contributing Editor or Managing Editor.1.  

Call up the Message.2.  

Scroll to the response form below the Message body and the existing responses.3.  

Enter the Response Subject and Text information.4.  

Click Post Response to submit the response.5.  

Follow these steps to respond to a Story:

Login as a Member, Contributing Editor or Managing Editor.1.  

Call up the Story.2.  

Click the cow skull icon that appears below the Story to call up the Message version of the Story.3.  

Scroll to the response form below the Story/Message body and the existing responses.4.  

Enter the Response Subject and Text information.5.  

Click Post Response to submit the response.6.  

Note: A Manila site can be set up so that only Contributing and Managing Editors can respond to Messages and Stories.
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Discussion Group: Editing A Message
Follow these steps to edit a Message:

Call up the Message.1.  

Click Edit This Page.2.  

Make the desired changes to the Title and Text information.3.  

Click Post Changes to submit the edited Message.4.  

Note: a Managing Editor can edit any Message, while Contributing Editors and other Members can only edit their own Messages.
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Discussion Group: Turning A Message Into A Story
Follow these steps to turn a Message into a Story:

Login as a Managing Editor.1.  

Call up the Message.2.  

Scroll to the Admin Box near the bottom of the page.3.  

Click the Make this message a story radio button.4.  

Click Submit to add the Message to the list of Stories.5.  

Follow these steps to turn a Message into the Home Page Story:

Login as a Managing Editor.1.  

Call up the Message.2.  

Scroll to the Admin Box near the bottom of the page.3.  

Click the Make this the home page radio button.4.  

Click Submit to add the Message to the list of Stories and make it the Home Page at the same time.5.  
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Discussion Group: Adding a Message to the Site
Structure
The Site Structure feature lets you create URLs for your Manila site by setting up virtual folders and files. You edit the structure of your entire
site under the Advanced Prefs, or you can add a Message to the structure one at a time using the procedure below.

Follow these steps to add a Message to the Site Structure:

Login as a Managing Editor.1.  

Call up the Message.2.  

Scroll to the Admin Box near the bottom of the page.3.  

Click the Set a relative path for this message? radio button.4.  

Enter a path relative to your site address (e.g., products/software/free).5.  

Click Submit to add the Message to the list of Stories.6.  

Note: If you put a slash to the end of your relative path, a category is added to the Site Structure, otherwise a story is added.
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News Items: Overview
News Items are a special type of Message ideally suited to the brief posts found on a weblog. They have to be enabled by a Managing Editor,
and when they are a News link appears in the Editor's Only links. News Items have a Title, URL, Description and Department, and like all
Messages they have added information about the author, the post time and so on.

Here's a Home Page based on News Items, followed by a description of the bits and pieces that make up a typical News Item.

News Item Title

The Title of a News Item is a link, supplied by the author, to some form of Web content. It might be a Web page, a QuickTime movie or an
MP3 file - whatever the News Item topic. News Items are sorted from newest to oldest on the Home Page, up to however many the Managing
Editor has decided.

News Item Description

The Description for a News Item, optional, could be an excerpt from the linked Web page or an editorial comment about it.

News Items: Overview
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News Item Byline

The Byline for a News Item usually identifies who posted it and when, which Department it belongs to, and provides a link to the Discussion
Group. Managing Editors will also see an Edit link for each News Item (once a News Item makes it to the Home Page, only a Managing Editor
can edit it).

News Item Icon

A Department may have a Picture associated with it. If so, the Picture becomes a button that calls up the Department summary page.
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News Items: Title, URL, Department and Description
Content
There are four parts of a News Item to edit: Title, URL, Department and Description.

General

When editing the Title, URL and Description of a News Item, the safest approach is to use plain text. Some special characters, such as é, may
be accepted while others aren't, depending on your browser and operating system. For example, if you copy and paste from a word processor,
certain characters - like bullets - won't translate correctly. Always use HTML Entities - such as &eacute; for é - to display non-ASCII
characters.

Title

The Title usually shows up at the top of a News Item, as a link to the News Item URL, on the Home Page, Department Summary and Pending
News Items page. The Managing Editor can change the Title location or even remove it altogether. You can use HTML formatting tags in a
Title, such as <em> (usually italics) or <strong> (usually bold).

URL

The URL becomes the destination for the Title link, and any of the following valid Internet protocols can be used (so long as the visitor's
browser can support it):

http●   

ftp●   

nntp●   

mailto●   

javascript●   

Department

The Department name is chosen from a pop-up menu When creating or editing News Items, so there are no editing issues.

Description

The Description of a News Item allows as much or as little HTML as you need, within the Legal Tag limits set by the Managing Editor. When
an illegal HTML tag is entered it gets converted to ordinary text and displayed. This process is called "neutering", and it helps maintain a
consistent appearance on a Manila site with many Members and Contributing Editors.

Some other notes for the Description:

Two returns will create a new paragraph●   

One return will not start a new line (use the HTML tag <br> instead)●   

The tab key only creates a single space●   

Manila will try to convert any phrase "inside quotes" into a link using the Shortcuts list (if there's no such Shortcut, the phrase appears
as is)

●   

Manila will try to evaluate any phrase in { these brackets } as a Macro (if there's no such Macro, the phrase appears as is)●   

The backslash character, \, keeps Manila from trying to interpret the next character as part of an HTML tag, a Shortcut or a Macro. It
will also prevent a URL or email address from being made active if you place it in front of the :// or @ characters.

●   
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News Items: Workflow
There are four main tasks involved when using News Items on your site: creating, releasing, posting and editing. Manila gives the Managing
Editor control over who can create News Items (Members, All Editors or Managing Editors) and post them (same choices). The other two
activities, releasing and editing, are determined by role and how far along the News Item has gone in the workflow.

Let's look at what each of these means:

Create Begin writing and revising a News Item●   

Release Stop writing and revising a News item●   

Post Add a News Item to the Home Page●   

Edit Make changes to a News Item●   

The diagram below shows the News Item workflow.

At the top of the diagram are the authors, creating and revising News Items. When an author is satisfied with their News Item, they release it,
changing its status on the Pending News Items page from 'Editing' to 'Ready'. Whoever's responsible (it could even be the author) can then post
the News Item to the Home Page.

A Managing Editor can edit any News Item, no matter who creating it. Members and Contributing Editors can make changes to News Items
they wrote, but only until they're released. After that, including once the News Item has been posted, only a Managing Editor can make
changes. Because a Managing Editor can revise a News Item at any time, they don't have the release command, only create and post.

News Items: Workflow
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News Items: Creating And Releasing A News Item
A Managing Editor enables News Items on a Manila site and determines who is allowed to create them. If both of these conditions are satisified, you can add a News
Item using the Create News Item page shown below.

Create A News Item

Follow these steps to create a News Item:

Log in to the site.1.  

Click on News in the Editors Only links to call up the Pending News Items page (Members must have a link provided by the site designer or use a
bookmark since they won't see the Editors Only links).

2.  

Click on the Create A News Item link at the bottom of the list.3.  

Enter the Title and URL, select a Department and enter the Description.4.  

Click Create News Item.5.  

When you initially create a News Item, you'll be presented with a preview of it so you can check your work and make changes. Unless you're a Managing Editor, the
preview will have a Release button on it. When you're satisfied with the News Item, you release it. This typically causes a notification email to be sent, and if you're
a Member or Contributing Editor it means you won't be able to make any further changes to the News Item. The screen below shows a News Item that's ready to
release.

Release A News Item

Follow these steps to release a News Item:

Log in to the site.1.  

Click on News in the Editors Only links to call up the Pending News Items page (Members must have a link provided by the site designer or use a
bookmark since they won't see the Editors Only links).

2.  

Click on the News Item you want to release.3.  

Click Release.4.  

News Items: Creating And Releasing A News Item
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Notes

Managing Editors do not see the Release button - it will say Post to Home Page●   

You can only release News Items you created●   

News Items: Creating And Releasing A News Item
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News Item: Posting A News Item
A Managing Editor determines who is allowed to post a News Item, adding it to the top of the Home Page. Depending on how the site is set up, posting can be done
by Members, All Editors or a Managing Editor. The screen below shows a News Item preview, as seen by the Member who wrote it, on a site where Members can
post News Items.

If a Managing Editor were to view the page above, the News Item editing form would appear below the preview.

Posting A News Item

Follow these steps to post a News Item:

Log in to the site.1.  

Click on News in the Editors Only links to call up the Pending News Items page (Members must have a link provided by the site designer or use a bookmark
since they won't see the Editors Only links).

2.  

Click on a News Item with a status of 'Released' to call up the preview page.3.  

Click Post to Home Page.4.  

News Item: Posting A News Item
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News Items: Editing A News Item
A Managing Editor can edit a News Item at any point in the workflow. Before posting, a News Item can be selected from the Pending News Items list and will appear
with an editing form below it. When a News Item has been posted, an Edit link typically appears below it on the Home Page as in the example screen below. The Edit
link calls up the News Item preview with the editing form.

A Managing Editor will see a Post to Home Page button when editing a released News Item, as shown below. This button doesn't appear for posted News Items.
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Editing A Released News Item

Follow these steps to edit a News Item:

Log in to the site as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on News in the Editors Only links to call up the Pending News Items page.2.  

Click on the News Item you want to edit.3.  

Make any changes to the Title, URL, Department or Description.4.  

Click the Post Changes button below the editing form to submit the changes.5.  

Note: Be sure to use the Post Changes button rather than the Post to Home Page button or your changes will be lost.

Editing A Posted News Item

Follow these steps to edit a News Item:

Log in to the site as a Managing Editor.1.  

Call up the Home Page.2.  

Click Edit below the News Item you want to edit.3.  

Make any changes to the Title, URL, Department or Description.4.  

Click the Post Changes button below the editing form to submit the changes.5.  
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News Items: Discussing A News Item
Because News Items are also Messages, they can be used to start conversations in the Discussion Group. The image below shows a DG with two News Item
Messages in it.

The other way to approach this is the Home Page, which typically has a Discuss link below each News Item. If there's already a discussion underway, the number of
responses will appear. The image below shows what this might look like.

Whether you use the DG or a Discuss link from the Home Page, the top of a News Item thread will look familiar and something like the image below.
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News Items: Discussing A News Item
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Bulletins: How Bulletins Work
Bulletins provide an easy method for a Managing Editor to send email to Members. When people sign up as Members of a Manila site, they choose whether to receive
Bulletins and whether they want the plain text or HTML version. Manila has a simple Web interface to create, preview and send a Bulletin, and a way to check the
recipients.

Bulletin Sender Page

The Bulletin Sender Page, shown below, is where most of the work is done.

Bulletin Preview

The Bulletin Preview shows what the HTML and plain text versions of the email will look like. An example Bulletin Preview is shown below.
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Bulletin Formats

There are templates to control the format of the plain text and HTML Bulletins. See the related links below for more information.

Bulletin Subscribers Page

The Bulletin Subscribers Page, shown below, lists the Members who have chosen to receive Bulletins according to the type (plain text or HTML).
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Bulletins: Subject And Text Content
There are two parts of a Bulletin to edit: Subject and Text.

General

When editing the Text and Title of a Bulletin, the safest approach is to use plain text. Some special characters, such as é, may be accepted
while others aren't, depending on your browser and operating system. For example, if you copy and paste from a word processor, certain
characters - like bullets - won't translate correctly. Always use HTML Entities - such as &eacute; for é - to display non-ASCII characters.

You can insert HTML code in the Text field, but it should not be used in the Subject field.

Subject

The Subject of a Bulletin shows up as the email Subject in the recipients email in box. It's a good idea to come up with meaningful Subjects for
your Bulletins. The better they are, the more likely that Members will notice and read them.

Text

The Text of a Bulletin allows as much or as little HTML as you like. If there are plain text recipients as well, it's best to keep the HTML simple
to avoid creating Bulletins that are difficult to read.

Shortcuts do not work in Bulletins. To insert links, the easiest method is to simply put the URL into the Bulletin. Most email programs will
make URLs active, and if not the recipient can still easily copy and paste a URL into their browser.

You can include Pictures in HTML Bulletins, but not using the "Picture Name In Quotes" method. You can insert them using the <img>
element with the direct linking technique described in the Pictures section of this Guide.

Some other notes:

One return will start a new line in the plain text version, but have no effect in the HTML version●   

Two returns will create a new paragraph in the plain text and HTML versions●   

The tab key will create a single space in the HTML version, but a full tab in the plain text version●   
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Bulletins: Sending A Bulletin
Follow these steps to send a Bulletin:

Login as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Bulletins in the Editor's Only links to call up the Bulletin Sender Page.2.  

Enter the Subject and Text information.3.  

Click Preview to see what the plain text and HTML Bulletins will look like.4.  

Click Edit to change the Bulletin content, or click Send to send it.5.  
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Bulletins: Viewing Subscribers
Follow these steps to view Bulletin Subscribers:

Login as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Bulletins in the Editor's Only links to call up the Bulletin Sender Page.2.  

Click on list of subscribers to call up the Bulletin Subscribers List.3.  
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Appearance Prefs: Page Header
There are two Page Header settings to edit: Site Name and Tag Line. The image below shows them as they appear on a default Manila Web
site.

"Manila QuickStart" is the Site Name and "Welcome to my Manila site" is the Tag Line.

Site Name

The Site Name text usually appears, as a link to the Home Page, near the top left of every page in a new Manila site. A Managing Editor can
change its position, using the {siteName} macro in the Template, or remove it altogether.

Content
The Site Name should contain only plain text. Some special characters, such as é, will be accepted while others won't. For example, if you
copy and paste from a word processor, certain characters - like bullets - won't translate correctly. Use HTML Entities - such as &eacute; for é -
to display non-ASCII characters.

You can use simple formatting HTML in the Site Name, but not links, Shortcuts or Pictures. The result will depend partly on how the Site
Name is handled in the Template. For example, if it's in a Heading 2 ( <h2> ) element in the template, putting it between bold ( <b> ) tags will
make no difference.

Tag Line

The Tag Line text usually appears just below the Site Name. A Managing Editor can change its position, using the {tagLine} macro in the
Template, or remove it.

Content
The Tag Line, like the Site Name, should contain only plain text. You can use simple formatting HTML, including links, however Shortcuts
won't be converted. The appearance of the Tag Line will depend partly on how it's handled in the Template.

Changing The Site Name And Tag Line

Follow these steps:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs in the Editor's Only links to call up the Preferences Welcome page.2.  

Click on Appearance in the Navigation Links to call up the Appearance Preferences page.3.  

Scroll down to the Page Header area.4.  

Enter text into the Site Name field.5.  

Enter text into the Tag Line field.6.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Appearance Preferences page.7.  

Click Submit to send the changes to the Manila server.8.  
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Appearance Prefs: Colors
There are many Color settings to control the look of a Manila site. Some correspond to standard HTML settings, such as the background color, while others are unique
to Manila - for example, the Members Box colors.

Colors can be entered using their hexadecimal RGB codes (e.g., #ffffff) or the equivalent color name (e.g., white). There's a link at the bottom of the Colors area
to a Web page listing the colors with their names.

The standard HTML Color settings are as follows:

Background The normal Web page background●   

Text The normal Web page text, including Calendar text except for day labels and links●   

Link All linked text●   

Visited Link Linked text for pages that have been visited●   

Active Link Linked text when the user is clicking on it●   

The Manila Members Box Color settings are as follows:

Members box header The top of the Members box (where the word "Members" appears) and the border it●   

Members box header text The text at the top of the Members box●   

Members box background The bottom of the Members box●   

The Manila Separator and DG Color settings are as follows:

Separators The dividing lines between areas in Prefs pages and the top of the Discussion Group Message list●   

Separator text The text labeling the various areas in the Prefs pages, and at the top of the DG Message list●   

Discussion group background The Message rows in the DG page●   

The Manila Admin Box Color settings are as follows:

Admin Box Header The top of the Admin Boxes●   

Admin Box Header Text The text at the top of the Admin Boxes●   

Admin Box Background The lower part of the Admin Boxes●   

Admin Box Text The text in the lower part of the Admin Boxes●   

Example

The image below shows the results of the Color settings on a site.

The settings are as follows:

Background white●   

Text black●   

Link blue●   

Visited Link purple●   

Active Link red●   

Members box header black●   

Members box header text white●   
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Members box background white●   

Separators black●   

Separator text white●   

Discussion group background beige●   

The image below shows the results of the Color settings on a site.

The settings are as follows:

Admin Box Header black●   

Admin Box Header Text beige●   

Admin Box Background beige●   

Admin Box Text white●   

Changing The Colors

Follow these steps:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs in the Editor's Only links to call up the Preferences Welcome page.2.  

Click on Appearance in the Navigation Links to call up the Appearance Preferences page.3.  

If you're not sure which color you want, scroll to the bottom of the Colors area and click on the link provided to call up the Color Names page in a new
window. You can copy the name from this Web page and paste it into a Color field.

4.  

Enter a color value into each Color field.5.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Appearance Preferences page.6.  

Click Submit to send the changes to the Manila server.7.  
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Appearance Prefs: Home Page
There are several settings to control the Appearance of the Home Page, as follows:

Calendar Display the Home Page archive Calendar and the Flip Home Page button.●   

Editing form Display a Story editing form for the current Home Page Story.●   

Number of news days Show that number of Home Page Stories on the Home Page (includes the current one).●   

Title Display the current Home Page Story title.●   

Example

The two images below show the same site with different Home Page settings. The first one has these settings:

Calendar Off●   

Editing form On●   

Number of news days 2●   

Title On●   

The next image shows the site with these settings:

Calendar On●   

Editing form Off●   

Number of news days 1●   

Title Off●   
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Changing The Home Page Settings

Follow these steps:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs in the Editor's Only links to call up the Preferences Welcome page.2.  

Click on Appearance in the Navigation Links to call up the Appearance Preferences page.3.  

Click Yes to display the Calendar and Flip Home Page button or No to hide them.4.  

Click Yes to display the Story editing form or No to hide it.5.  

Enter the number of Home Page Stories (News Days) to display.6.  

Click Yes to show the Home Page title or No to hide it.7.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Appearance Preferences page.8.  

Click Submit to send the changes to the Manila server.9.  
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Appearance Prefs: Bylines
A Byline contains the name and posting date for a Story. The Byline settings are as follows:

Byline on the Home Page Display date and author information on the Home Page●   

Byline on the Story pages Display date and author information on Story pages●   

Byline format Control the format of the date and author information●   

Changing The Byline Settings

Follow these steps:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs in the Editor's Only links to call up the Preferences Welcome page.2.  

Click on Appearance in the Navigation Links to call up the Appearance Preferences page.3.  

Click Yes to display the Byline on the Home Page or No to hide it.4.  

Click Yes to display Bylines on Story pages or No to hide them.5.  

Choose a Byline format from the drop-down menu.6.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Appearance Preferences page.7.  

Click Submit to send the changes to the Manila server.8.  
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Appearance Prefs: Discussion Group
Using the Discussion Group settings you can determine whether a Create New Topic link appears on the Discussion Group page. If not, new
topics appear only when Stories or Pictures are posted by a Contributing or Managing Editor. There are also Discussion Group settings to
control the Discuss link appearance, and the number of messages to display in the Discussion Group listing.

Configuring the Create New Topic Link

Follow these steps:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs in the Editor's Only links to call up the Preferences Welcome page.2.  

Click on Appearance in the Navigation Links to call up the Appearance Preferences page.3.  

Click Yes to display the Create a New Topic link, or No to hide it.4.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Appearance Preferences page.5.  

Click Submit to send the changes to the Manila server.6.  

Changing the Discuss Link

The Discuss link appears at the bottom of a Story when a Member is allowed to respond. Be default, it's a cow skull like this one:

You can change this to another image or even to text using the Discussion Group setting.

Here's the standard configuration:

<img src="http\://www.scripting.com/gifs/cowskull.gif" height="18" width="22" border="0">

Here's an example to insert the text "Talk back..." as the Discuss link. <font size="1.2em" face="Courier">Talk
back...</font>

Follow these steps to change the Discuss link.

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs in the Editor's Only links to call up the Preferences Welcome page.2.  

Click on Appearance in the Navigation Links to call up the Appearance Preferences page.3.  

Enter the img element or text to use as the Discuss link.4.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Appearance Preferences page.5.  

Click Submit to send the changes to the Manila server.6.  

Configuring Message Listings

The index page of the discussion group can list all the messages for the current day, or alternatively list the most recent messages, up to the
number of messages you choose, no matter what day they were posted.

Follow these steps to change your discussion group to listing:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs in the Editor's Only links to call up the Preferences Welcome page.2.  

Click on Appearance in the Navigation Links to call up the Appearance Preferences page.3.  

Click Yes to list a single day in the discussion group, or No to list most recent messages no matter when they were posted.4.  

Enter the number of messages to display in your discussion group listing.5.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Appearance Preferences page.6.  

Click Submit to send the changes to the Manila server.7.  
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Editorial Prefs
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Editorial Prefs: Contributing Editors
Contributing Editors are Members with special privileges. When they log in, they see a limited version of the Editor's Only links, without the
Prefs, Admin and Bulletins links. Other than those areas, and not being able to edit other people's Messages and Stories, they have the same
access as a Managing Editor. You can have as many Contributing Editors as you like.

Adding a Contributing Editor

Follow these steps:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs in the Editor's Only links to call up the Preferences Welcome page.2.  

Click on Editorial in the Navigation Links to call up the Editorial Preferences page.3.  

Enter the email address of the new Contributing Editor into the "Who are the contributing editors?" field (use commas between
addresses if you want to add more than one).

4.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Editorial Preferences page.5.  

Click Submit to send the changes to the Manila server.6.  

Note: Manila does not check the addresses you add to see if they are valid Members.
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Editorial Prefs: Managing Editors
Managing Editors are Members with the same privileges as the original site owner. When they log in, they see the complete Editor's Only links,
including the Prefs, Admin and Bulletins links. You can have as many Managing Editors as you like.

Adding a Managing Editor

Follow these steps:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click Prefs in the Editor's Only links to call up the Preferences Welcome page.2.  

Click Editorial in the Navigation Links to call up the Editorial Preferences page.3.  

Enter the email address of the new Managing Editor into the "Who are the managing editors?" field (use commas between addresses if
you want to add more than one).

4.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Editorial Preferences page.5.  

Click Submit to send the changes to the Manila server.6.  

Note: Manila does not check the addresses you add to see if they are valid Members.
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Editorial Prefs: Email Notification
You can configure a Manila site to send email when certain things happen, including when

A new Story or Picture is posted●   

A Story or Picture is changed●   

A new DG message is posted●   

A DG message is changed●   

As part of the Email Notification, you set up the list of recipients and the sender's email address. It's possible to integrate a Discussion Group
with a mailing list using this feature, by entering the mailing list address as a recipient and enabling notification for all new DG Messages.
Every time a new DG Message is posted, a copy is sent to the mailing list, complete with the Message URL and a plain text version of the
content.

There's one set of Email Notification settings and one recipient list, so all recipients receive the same messages.

Setting Up Email Notification

Follow these steps:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs in the Editor's Only links to call up the Preferences Welcome page.2.  

Click on Editorial in the Navigation Links to call up the Editorial Preferences page.3.  

Scroll down to the Email Notification area.4.  

Select whether or not to have notification for each

New Story or Picture❍   

Edited Story or Picture❍   

New Discussion Group Message❍   

Edited Discussion Group Message❍   

5.  

Enter an email address to identify the sender of the notification email.6.  

Enter the email addresses, separated by commas, of those who should receive notification.7.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Editorial Preferences page.8.  

Click Submit to send the changes to the Manila server.9.  
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Editorial Prefs: Shortcuts
You can set Manila up so Shortcuts are created automatically for each new Story. When you do, the Story Title is used as the Shortcut name
and the URL is in the Story format, as follows:

http://yoursite.com/stories/storyReader$123

Where 123 is the Story (Message) number. This makes site publishing easier as long as

Editors use appropriate and unique Story Titles●   

The Story URLs, rather than Site Structure URLs, are acceptable●   

Setting Up Automatic Shortcuts

Follow these steps:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs in the Editor's Only links to call up the Preferences Welcome page.2.  

Click on Editorial in the Navigation Links to call up the Editorial Preferences page.3.  

Scroll down to the Shortcuts area.4.  

Click Yes to have Shortcuts created automatically.5.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Editorial Preferences page.6.  

Click Submit to send the changes to the Manila server.7.  

Note: Automatically created Shortcuts do not overwrite existing ones. Only a Shortcut that's added manually will replace an existing one.
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Editorial Prefs: Site Access
You can restrict a Manila site to just Contributing and Managing Editors. With this setup, only two Web pages are available to anyone other
than Editors who have logged in. One is a plain Web page informing the visitor that site access is restricted to Editors only (the name and
content of this page can be changed). The second accessible page is the standard Manila login page. All other unauthorized requests are
redirected to the site access message page.

Setting Up Site Access

Follow these steps to set up site access:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs in the Editor's Only links to call up the Preferences Welcome page.2.  

Click on Editorial in the Navigation Links to call up the Editorial Preferences page.3.  

Scroll down to the Site Access area.4.  

Select Yes after "Do you want access to your site to be restricted to editors only?" to block ordinary Members and Visitors from your
site, or No to allow them in.

5.  

Enter a Title for the site access message Web page.6.  

Enter a Message for the site access message Web page (see the Note below)7.  

Click Submit to send the changes to the Manila server.8.  

Note: It's usually a good idea to include a link to the login page (http://yoursite.com/member/login) in your message page, since none of the
standard Manila template appears; meaning there's no Membership box.
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Editorial Prefs: Custody Time Out
When someone begins to edit a Manila page, it's marked as checked out so no one else can work on it at the same time. There's a limit, called
the custody time out, to how long a Story, Message or Picture can be checked out. When this limit is reached, Manila automatically checks the
item back in so others can work on it. The Managing Editor can change the limit to something other than the 240 minute (4 hour) default.

Setting the Custody Time Out

Follow these steps:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs in the Editor's Only links to call up the Preferences Welcome page.2.  

Click on Editorial in the Navigation Links to call up the Editorial Preferences page.3.  

Scroll down to the Custody area.4.  

Enter the custody time out value in minutes.5.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Editorial Preferences page.6.  

Click Submit to send the changes to the Manila server.7.  
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Legal Tags Prefs
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Legal Tags Prefs: Legal Tags
Manila uses a master list of HTML tags to control what is allowed into a Discussion Group Message or a Story. The list is maintained at the
server end (Frontier access is required to change it), however the Managing Editor can enable or disable any tag in the list.

When a tag is enabled, Manila passes it into the Story or Message text. If a tag is disabled, Manila replaces the first angle bracket (<) of the tag
with the matching HTML entity (&lt;) when posting. This causes the browser to display the tag as text rather than treating it as HTML. Any
tags not in the Legal Macros list are automatically disabled this way.

Setting Up Legal Tags

Follow these steps:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs in the Editor's Only links to call up the Preferences Welcome page.2.  

Click on Legal Tags in the Navigation Links to call up the Legal Tags Preferences page.3.  

Click the selection box beside each tag you want Manila to allow in Stories and Messages.4.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Legal Tags Preferences page.5.  

Click Submit to send the changes to the Manila server.6.  
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Searching Prefs: Site Information
Manila sites can use a special search engine designed to work with their content. A site can be set up to notify the search engine when a Story
or Discussion Group Message is added or changed, and the search engine then scans the changed page and adds it to the index (an index is
where the search engine keeps track of a site's content).

These special search engines need the following Site Information to work properly:

Site indexing whether or not to index this site●   

DG Message indexing whether or not to include Messages in the index●   

Site name the name that appears with the search results●   

Home Page URL the base URL for the search results●   

Setting Up Site Information

Follow these steps:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs in the Editor's Only links to call up the Preferences Welcome page.2.  

Click on Searching in the Navigation Links to call up the Searching Preferences page.3.  

Scroll to the Site Information area.4.  

Select Yes beside "Do you want to your site to be indexed by a search engine?" to enable searching.5.  

Select Yes beside "Do you want discussion group messages, as well as stories, to be indexed?" to include DG Messages in the search
results.

6.  

Enter the name of the site.7.  

Enter the URL of the Manila site Home Page.8.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Searching Preferences page.9.  

Click Submit to send the changes to the Manila server.10.  

Note: This search setup only applies to the special Manila search engine. It has nothing to do with other search engines, such as Yahoo! or
Hotbot, that you may submit your site to. It is also unrelated to any of the third-party site search tools such as Atomz or Searchbutton.Com.
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Searching Prefs: Search Engine Server
A Manila site must be set up to communicate with the special Manila search engine, and that requires the following information:

The domain name or IP address of the search engine server●   

The port number of the search engine server●   

The XML-RPC procedure name to call when submitting a page to be indexed●   

The XML-RPC path to use when submitting a page to be indexed●   

This information is normally supplied by the organization that provides the search engine server.

Setting Up Search Engine Server

Follow these steps:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs in the Editor's Only links to call up the Preferences Welcome page.2.  

Click on Searching in the Navigation Links to call up the Searching Preferences page.3.  

Scroll to the Search Engine Server area.4.  

Enter the domain name or IP address of the search engine server.5.  

Enter the port number of the search engine server.6.  

Enter the XML-RPC procedure name to call when submitting a page.7.  

Enter the XML-RPC path to use when submitting a page.8.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Searching Preferences page.9.  

Click Submit to send the changes to the Manila server.10.  

Note: This search setup only applies to the special Manila search engine. It has nothing to do with other search engines, such as Yahoo! or
Hotbot, that you may submit your site to. It is also unrelated to any of the third-party site search tools such as Atomz or Searchbutton.Com.
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Syndication Prefs: How Syndication Works
Syndication is a way of packaging Home Page news items into a standard format so they can be read by automated news collectors such as My
Userland.

Manila makes it easy for you to syndicate the content of your Home Page by having it automatically saved in a scriptingNews2.xml file, ready
for other sites to read. The diagram below shows show this works.

In this example, The Wonderful Wizard Of Oz is a Manila Web site. The Home Page has been updated and it contains three paragraphs, as
follows:

Dorothy surrenders....●   

Lion takes heart...●   

Tin Man squeaks through...●   

Because Syndication is enabled for this site, Manila creates a new scriptingNews2.xml file each time the Home Page is revised. The
scriptingNews2.xml file contains information about the site as well as a synopsis of the news items (paragraphs) in the Home Page.

Manila sites must be registered with each automated news collector before their scriptingNews2.xml file will be read. Once that's done, the
news collector will check the file regularly to see if it's changed, and read it if it has.

The news collector sites provide their readers will various ways to read news from as many sites, or channels, as they like. Syndication is a
powerful way for a news-oriented Manila site to reach a wide audience on the Net.

Wireless Access Protocol (WAP)

A Manila site can create a version of the Home Page for devices that support WAP, a standard for communicating with wireless information
and telephony services. The Wireless Markup Language, or WML for short, is the XML-based equivalent of HTML. See below for more about
WAP.
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Syndication Prefs: Example
Let's look at the Carpe Diem site, currently registered as a channel on My.Userland.Com, as an example of how syndication works. The picture below shows the Carpe
Diem Home Page.

The current Home Page Story (Thursday, January 6, 2000) has two news items, or paragraphs, along with an Amazon.Com graphic.

The Channel Page for Carpe Diem on My.Userland.Com is shown below. This page is created automatically by My.Userland.Com using information from the Carpe
Diem syndication file (scriptingNews2.xml). The same news items that appeared on the Carpe Diem Home Page are shown here, meaning My.Userland.Com has read
the latest syndication file from this site. The other information on a My.Userland.Com channel page is described below.

Title The syndication Title supplied by the site (Carpe
Diem)

●   

Time stamp When the Home Page was revised (1/6/2000,
7:00 AM PST)

●   

Graphic The syndication Graphic supplied by the site (a
photograph)

●   

Description The syndication Description supplied by the
site (Occasional notes from David Theige)

●   

Last Updated The revision date of the current news items
(1/6/2000, 7:00 AM PST)

●   

Submitted The date the channel was first registered
(12/17/99, 3:00:50 PM)

●   

Submitter The channel Editor as supplied by the site
(David Theige)

●   

URL The location of the syndication file
(scriptingNews2.xml)

●   

Views The number of times this channel page has been
viewed

●   
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A news collector can show items from various channels as a list, usually broken down chronologically. The image belows shows the Carpe Diem news items
appearing in the My.Userland.Com list.

A news collector site typically lists its available channels so visitors can select the ones they want to follow. The image below shows how Carpe Diem appears in the
My.Userland.Com channel list (actually the image was modified to move it closer to the column titles so they would be visible).
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Syndication Prefs: Setting Up Syndication
Manila creates the XML news synopsis file (scriptingNews2.xml) when syndication has been enabled. The file is updated each time the
Home Page Story is edited (meaning more than 50 characters change) or flipped. The file also contains general information about your site.
Follow these steps to set up syndication:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs to call up the Prefs Welcome page.2.  

Click on Syndication to call up the Syndication Prefs page.3.  

Scroll to the Enable or Disable Syndication area.4.  

Select Yes after "Do you want to syndicate your home page?".5.  

Scroll to the Channel Information area.6.  

Enter a Title for your channel.7.  

Enter a Description for your channel.8.  

Enter the Managing Editor's email address and name (such as you@yourSite.com (The Editor) ) as a contact for your channel.9.  

Select an optional Graphic to accompany your channel (it must be a Picture from your site).10.  

Enter a Graphic Caption to display with the Graphic.11.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Syndication Prefs page and click Submit to send the changes to the server.12.  

Note: When you are ready to register your site with a news collector, your syndication file is located at
http://yourdomain.com/xml/scriptingNews2.xml.
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Membership Prefs: How Membership Works
Manila lets you manage Membership on your site so you can

Hold public discussions and build a community●   

Send Bulletins to Members who have opted to receive them●   

Track the popularity of the pages on your site●   

Hold private discussions●   

Distribute the site workload among Managing and Contributing Editors●   

When Membership is enabled, any visitor can join your site using a sign up form. Their email address becomes their login name and they can
choose their own password. When they submit the form, Manila sends a "cookie" (a small file containing sign up information) back to their
browser. Each time they browse your site, Manila spots the cookie and recognizes them without requiring a log in each time. If they choose to
sign out, then they will need to log in again before they are recognized and receive a new cookie.

Because Manila can recognize each Member, their name is automatically attached to DG Message. If they are given privileges as a
Contributing or Managing Editor, the same applies when they create a new Story; Manila recognizes them via the cookie and attaches their
name to the Story.

Manila maintains a Profiles section where Members can find out about each other, and Members can update their information at any time using
a Preferences page.

Since Manila identifies a Member by their browser, rather than a log in, Members - especially Contributing and Managing Editors - should sign
out on a computer that might be used by others. Cookies stay around even when a browser or computer is restarted. On the other hand, it's
possible to have Manila send cookies to several browsers (work, home, cybercafe) at the same time, so Members don't have to sign out before
logging in from another computer.

Disabling Membership

If Membership is disabled, the Members Box is removed from the site. As Managing Editor, you can still manually add Members using the
Admin page, but they'll have to keep track of the Login and Signout links using bookmarks unless you add these links to the Template or a
Story. Disabling Membership really just takes away the Members Box and the automated sign up feature. Manila still recognizes Members,
logs them in and out, and handles all of the other Membership features.

Members List

There's a list of your site's Members at http://yourdomain.com/stats/members. You can control whether this list is available to all
visitors or just Managing Editors.
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Membership Prefs: Enable and Disable Membership
Follow these steps to enable or disable Membership:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs to call up the Prefs Welcome page.2.  

Click on Membership to call up the Membership Prefs page.3.  

Scroll to the Enable or Disable Membership area.4.  

Click Yes after "Do you want membership enabled for this site?" to turn Membership on, or No to turn it off.5.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Membership Prefs page and click Submit to send the changes to the server.6.  

Note: Be sure to bookmark the Login page for your site before you turn off Membership and sign out, because the Members box will no longer
appear. The Login page is found at http://yoursite.com/member/login.
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Membership Prefs: Members List
Follow these steps to control who can see your Members list:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs to call up the Prefs Welcome page.2.  

Click on Membership to call up the Membership Prefs page.3.  

Scroll to the Members List area.4.  

Click Yes after "Do you want your members list to be public?" to make your Members list accessible to all visitors, or No to restrict it
to Managing Editors.

5.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Membership Prefs page and click Submit to send the changes to the server.6.  
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Membership Prefs: Discussion Group
You can control who can read DG Messages and who can post them. The two settings are as follows:

Open to all Members Whether all Members can post Messages or only the Contributing and Managing Editors.●   

Everybody reads the DG Whether all visitors, including non-Members, can browse the DG, or only Members.●   

Setting Up DG Membership Preferences

Follow these steps:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs in the Editor's Only links to call up the Preferences Welcome page.2.  

Click on Membership in the Navigation Links to call up the Editorial Preferences page.3.  

Scroll down to the Discussion Group area.4.  

Click Yes after "Is the discussion group open to all members?" to allow all Members to post, or No if only Contributing and Managing
Editors can post.

5.  

Click Yes after "Can everybody read discussion group messages?" to allow all visitors to browse the DG, or No if only Members can
see it.

6.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Membership Preferences page.7.  

Click Submit to send the changes to the Manila server.8.  
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Membership Prefs: Email Bulletins
You can control the sender email address for Manila Bulletins and, using two templates, the appearance and standard content of the Bulletins.

Sender Address

When you send a Bulletin to your Members, it has an email address showing the sender. You can set this address using the Membership Prefs.

Templates

A template in Manila is a kind of blueprint used to simplify the writing process. Templates let a designer lay out the appearance of a document
once so the writers can focus on writing. There are several templates used for Manila's Advanced Preferences (covered elsewhere) and two
Bulletin templates: HTML Bulletins and Plain Text Bulletins.

The HTML Template for Bulletins

The HTML Template determines the appearance of an HTML Bulletin. The HTML Template is a simple but complete Web page (not limited
by the Legal Tags Prefs) with a few special macros that insert the Bulletin content. You can use any available Manila macros, but typically you
would have the following:

{title}●   

{bodytext}●   

{now}●   

{year}●   

When a Bulletin is created, the {title} macro is replaced with the subject of the Bulletin, which also becomes the subject of the email
message. The {bodytext} macro is replaced with the text of the Bulletin. The {now} macro becomes the current date and time (e.g.,
1/7/2000; 4:08:25 PM) while the {year} macro becomes with the current year (e.g., 2000).

Plain Text Template For Bulletins

The Plain Text Template determines the layout of the ordinary text Bulletins, except no HTML is used for formatting or linking. The Plain Text
Template can use same macros as the HTML Template.

Bulletin Preview

Because there is a Preview feature in Bulletins, you can play around with different templates to get the look you want without having to
actually send any email.

Setting Up Email Bulletins In Membership Preferences

Follow these steps to set up Email Bulletins:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs in the Editor's Only links to call up the Preferences Welcome page.2.  

Click on Membership in the Navigation Links to call up the Membership Preferences page.3.  

Scroll down to the Email Bulletins area.4.  

Enter a valid email address as the Bulletin Sender Address.5.  

Enter a complete HTML document, and the required macros, for the HTML Template.6.  

Enter the text, and the required macros, for the Plain Text Template.7.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Membership Preferences page.8.  

Click Submit to send the changes to the Manila server.9.  
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Membership Prefs: URLs
The URLs settings are used only when you want to share Membership between Manila sites. This is an advanced feature that requires Frontier
scripting of the Manila servers to make it work. Unless you have Frontier access to both servers and an understanding of how the Membership
system works in Frontier, these URLs should not be changed.

Setting Up The Membership Prefs URLs

Follow these steps to set up URLs.

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs in the Editor's Only links to call up the Preferences Welcome page.2.  

Click on Membership in the Navigation Links to call up the Membership Preferences page.3.  

Scroll down to the URLs area.4.  

Enter an absolute URL for the Sign Up page.5.  

Enter an absolute URL for the Login page.6.  

Enter an absolute URL for the Sign Out page.7.  

Enter an absolute URL for the Profiles page.8.  

Enter an absolute URL for the Prefs page.9.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Membership Preferences page.10.  

Click Submit to send the changes to the Manila server.11.  
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Confirmation Prefs: Email Confirmation
When a new Member joins your site they receive an email confirming their registration and welcoming them. You can control the content of
this email, including the subject and the sender, from the Confirmation Prefs.

Sender

The first email a new Member receives from your site is a confirmation message, so the address of the sender should point them to a good
contact. For small sites the Managing Editor may be the only option, but on larger sites there could be a specific email address for welcoming
new Members.

Subject

A meaningful email subject is always a good idea, so think about what your confirmation Message subject should be. Including the name of the
site is a good idea, as in "Welcome To The Manila-Newbies Site" or "Welcome to http://weblogs.userland.com/manilaNewbies". Ideally, the
new Member should be able to recognize the origin and purpose of the email without having to open it.

Text

The confirmation email contains ordinary text and macros that insert certain content (Shortcuts and Pictures won't work). The macros are as
follows:

{password} Inserts the Member's password●   

{loginUrl} Inserts the URL of your login page●   

The confirmation email should provide whatever information new Members need to get started. You can include absolute URLs
(http://yourdomain.com/pagex) in the email, so you can point to a FAQ or Getting Started page. If you have any policies or
guidelines, you can include them in the email or link to that page on your site. It's also a good idea to remind people to save the confirmation
email so they have a record of their password.

Setting Up Email Confirmation

Follow these steps to set up Email Confirmation:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs to call up the Prefs Welcome page.2.  

Click on Confirmation in the Navigation Links to call up the Confirmation Prefs page.3.  

Scroll to the Email Confirmation area.4.  

Enter an email address for the sender.5.  

Enter a subject for the confirmation email.6.  

Enter the main text of the email, making sure the {password} and {loginUrl} macros are included.7.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Confirmation Prefs page and click Submit to send the changes to the server.8.  
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Confirmation Prefs: Welcome Page
When a new Member joins your site they are directed to your Welcome Page. You can control the content of this page from the Confirmation
Prefs.

Welcome Page Text

The Welcome Page can hold plain text, HTML and the {memberName} macro (Shortcuts and Pictures won't work). The Welcome Page could
include links to your FAQ or any other pages on your site that a new Member should visit.

Setting Up The Welcome Page

Follow these steps to set up the Welcome Page:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs to call up the Prefs Welcome page.2.  

Click on Confirmation in the Navigation Links to call up the Confirmation Prefs page.3.  

Scroll to the Welcome Page Text area.4.  

Enter the content for the Welcome Page.5.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Confirmation Prefs page and click Submit to send the changes to the server.6.  
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News Items Prefs: Enable and Disable News Items
The News Items feature has can be enabled and disabled on a site by a Managing Editor. When it's enabled, a News link appears in the Editor's
Only links.

When you enable the News Items feature, your current Home Page Story no longer appears. In its place are the most recent New Items, if any
have been created. The Home Page Story remains on the site and will show up again if the News Items feature is disabled. In the same way,
disabling the News Items feature does not delete any News Items you have created. They will reappear if you enable the News Items feature
again.

Follow these steps to enable or disable News Items:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs to call up the Prefs Welcome page.2.  

Click on News Items to call up the News Items Prefs page.3.  

Scroll to the Enable area.4.  

Click Yes after "Do you want News enabled for this site?" to turn the News Items feature on, or No to turn it off.5.  

Scroll to the bottom of the News Items Prefs page and click Submit to send the changes to the server.6.  
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News Items Prefs: Appearance
You can control the following aspects of how News Items appear on the Home Page:

Number of News Items●   

Home Page Title●   

Organize by day●   

HTML formatting and layout●   

Number Of News Items

You can set the maximum number of News Items that will appear on the Home Page. News Items are always listed from newest to oldest, up to
the maximum number you specify.

Home Page Title

The Home Page normally takes its Title from the Home Page Story, but since there isn't one when News Items are enabled you can choose one
that you like. It will appear in the browser window bar and on the Home Page, unless Title display for the Home Page has been turned off in
the Appearance Prefs.

Organize By Day

You can have News Items grouped by the day they were created if you like. This combines the way the Multiple News Day features works with
News Items.

HTML Formatting And Layout

There is a template that lets you control the formatting and layout of a News Item. It uses a combination of HTML tags and the following
macros:

{url} Inserts the URL entered by the author●   

{title} Inserts the Title entered by the author●   

{link} Inserts the {url} if the author enters one or the {title} if not●   

{description} Inserts the description entered by the author●   

{author} Inserts a link to the profile of the author●   

{postTime} Inserts the time the News Item was posted to the home page.●   

{department} Inserts the Department chosen by the author●   

{discussLink} Inserts a link to the DG for this Item●   

{editLink} Inserts a link to the News Item editing form if the viewer can edit it, otherwise nothing●   

{picture} Inserts the picture associated with the Department chosen by the author●   

Here is an example of a News Item Template:

<table border="0" width="100%">
  <tr>
    <td colspan="2" width="85%">
      <strong>{link}</strong>
    </td>
  </tr>
  <tr>
    <td align="left" valign="top">
      {description}
      <br>
      <strong>Posted by {author} on {postTime}</strong>
      <br>
      <strong>from the {department} dept.</strong>
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      <br>
      {discussLink} {editLink}
    </td>
    <td width="15%">
      {picture}
    </td>
  </tr>
</table>

Changing the News Items Appearance Settings

Follow these steps to change the News Items Appearance settings:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs to call up the Prefs Welcome page.2.  

Click on News Items to call up the News Items Prefs page.3.  

Scroll to the Appearance area.4.  

Enter the maximum number of News Items.5.  

Enter a Title for the Home Page.6.  

Choose Yes to organize News Items by day or No to turn off this feature.7.  

Edit the HTML and macros to get the desired News Item formatting and layout.8.  

Scroll to the bottom of the News Items Prefs page and click Submit to send the changes to the server.9.  
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News Items Prefs: Editorial Access
You can decide who is allowed to create News Items and who can approve them. In each case, the choices are Managing Editors, All Editors or
Members.

Changing The News Items Editorial Access Settings

Follow these steps to change the editorial access settings:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs to call up the Prefs Welcome page.2.  

Click on News Items to call up the News Items Prefs page.3.  

Scroll to the Editorial Access area.4.  

Select the group that can create News Items.5.  

Select the group that can approve News Items.6.  

Scroll to the bottom of the News Items Prefs page and click Submit to send the changes to the server.7.  

Note: No matter what settings you choose, only a Managing Editor can edit a News Item after it's been approved. Even the author is prevented
from this once the News Item appears on the Home Page.
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News Items Prefs: Email Notification
You can configure Manila to send email when certain News Items actions occur, including when a News Item is

Created●   

Edited●   

Released●   

Approved (posted to the Home Page)●   

The recipients of the notification email are determined by the Editorial Prefs Email Notification settings.

Setting Up Email Notification

Follow these steps:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs in the Editor's Only links to call up the Preferences Welcome page.2.  

Click on News Items in the Navigation Links to call up the News Items Preferences page.3.  

Scroll down to the Email Notification area.4.  

Select whether or not to have notification for each News Item action (create, edit, release, approve).5.  

Scroll to the bottom of the News Items Preferences page.6.  

Click Submit to send the changes to the Manila server.7.  
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News Items Prefs: Departments
You can create Departments to organize News Items. Departments act as a kind of archive for News Items, separate from whether or not they
appear on the Home page. Each Department can have a Picture associated with it.

Setting Up Departments

Follow these steps:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs in the Editor's Only links to call up the Preferences Welcome page.2.  

Click on News Items in the Navigation Links to call up the News Items Preferences page.3.  

Scroll down to the Email Notification area.4.  

Enter a new name if you want to add a Department.5.  

Choose a Department if you want to delete it.6.  

Choose a Department and enter the name of a Picture on your site if you want associate a Picture with a Department.7.  

Scroll to the bottom of the News Items Preferences page.8.  

Click Submit to send the changes to the Manila server.9.  
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Plug-ins Prefs
●   Plug-ins
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Plug-ins
The Plug-ins area lets you see and control any optional tools, or plug-ins, that are available to your site. Each plug-in has its own set of features that work with Manila
to enhance a site. The Managing Editor can choose which ones, if any, to enable. The image below shows a site with one available plug-in, called "surveys".

Enabling Plug-ins

Follow these steps to turn plug-ins on or off:

Log in to the site as a Managing Editor.1.  

Select Prefs from the Editors' Only links to call up the Preferences Welcome page.2.  

Select Plug-ins from the Navigation links to call up the Plug-ins page.3.  

To learn more about a plug-in, select it's name to call up the description page.4.  

Check the box to the left of each plug-in you want to enable.5.  

Select Submit to send the changes to the Manila server.6.  

Plug-ins
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Advanced Prefs: Overview
The Advanced Prefs are where most of the Manila design features reside. This includes

Navigation Names and destinations of site-wide navigation links●   

Template HTML for the overall site design●   

Cascading Style Sheet Style Sheet information for all pages●   

JavaScript JavaScript information for all pages●   

Site Structure Map of addresses (URLs) to Messages●   

Custom Prefs Member preference template●   

News Day Template HTML for multiple Home Page Stories●   

Navigation Appearance HTML for site-wide navigation link design●   

Calendar Appearance HTML for the Calendar design●   

Join Now Members Box HTML for Members Box design●   

Sign Out Members Box HTML for Members Box design●   
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Advanced Prefs: Navigation
The Navigation area lets you create a set of site wide links to keep visitors oriented and make it easier for them to move around. On a new
Manila site, these links typically appear along the left side of every page.

The Navigation area uses a simple XML format, like the one below, to describe the links. <navigator>
<item name="Home" pagename="/siteName/"/>
<item name="FAQ" pagename="/siteName/faq"/>
<item name="Feedback" pagename="/siteName/feedback"/>
</navigator>

The links below show what this XML would produce when viewed from the Home page itself.

Home

FAQ

FeedbackThe Home text is not linked to show visitors where they are and to keep them from selecting a link that would call up the page
they're on.

Navigation XML

Let's look a little closer at the XML you can use to create Navigation links. There is one XML element - navigator - that contains all of the
link information. It begins with a <navigator> tag and ends with a </navigator> tag. If more than one navigator element appears in
this XML, it's ignored.

Inside the navigator element, you can have as many item elements as you need. Unlike the navigator element, the item element
requires only one tag: <item/> (note the closing "/" before last angle bracket).

Each item can describe a link with one of the following formats:

<item name="abc" pagename="xyz"/>●   

<item name="abc" shortcut="xyz"/>●   

<item name="abc" msgnum="xyz"/>●   

Where "abc" is the text (with or without spaces) you want to appear as the link, and "xyz" is one of the following:

Page Name A relative or absolute address (URL). For example, "/discuss/", "/my/custom/page" or
"http://weblogs.userland.com/manilaNewbies". Unless there's a location in the Manila database that matches the relative address (like
"/discuss/"), you'll have to create one using the Site Structure feature.

●   

Shortcut The name of a Shortcut, which can point to a location on your site or to another site.●   

Message Number (msgnum) The Message number for the destination Story. If you use the number of a DG Message that's not a
Story, the link is created but won't work.

●   

Pictures Instead Of Text

If you want to have Pictures instead of text for your Navigation links, use one of the following formats:

<item name="abc" picture="def" pagename="xyz"/>●   

<item name="abc" picture="def" shortcut="xyz"/>●   

<item name="abc" picture="def" msgnum="xyz"/>●   

Where "def" is the name of a Picture on your site.

Picture Rollovers

To have the Picture change when a visitor moves their cursor over it, use one of the following formats:

<item name="abc" picture="def" rollover="ghi" pagename="xyz"/>●   

<item name="abc" picture="def" rollover="ghi" shortcut="xyz"/>●   

<item name="abc" picture="def" rollover="ghi" msgnum="xyz"/>●   
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Where "ghi" is the name of the Picture that should appear when the cursor is over the link. To have a third Picture displayed on the linked page,
use one of the following formats:

<item name="abc" picture="def" rollover="ghi" disabled="jkf" pagename="xyz"/>●   

<item name="abc" picture="def" rollover="ghi" disabled="jkf" shortcut="xyz"/>●   

<item name="abc" picture="def" rollover="ghi" disabled="jkf" msgnum="xyz"/>●   

Where "jkf" is a Picture name.

XML Syntax Errors

If there's a syntax error in your XML, Manila returns the form with an error above the field. No changes are made to the Navigation links when
this happens. The most common errors are forgetting to use "/>" at the end of an item element and leaving out the navigator element.
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Advanced Prefs: Template
The Template controls the overall design of your site using a combination of HTML and macros. The same features found in Stories and Messages, such as Shortcuts,
Pictures and the automatic insertion of paragraphs, also work in the Template.

The HTML that appears in the Template becomes part of each page, just as it is. Macros, on the other hand, are place holders that Manila replaces with HTML it
builds for you. This includes parts such as the Members Box and the Calendar.

Macros

Let's look at the parts of a Manila page created by macros. Here's a list of the macros you can use in a Template:

{title}●   

{meta}●   

{cascadingStyleSheet}●   

{javaScript}●   

{body}●   

{editorialMenu}●   

{siteName}●   

{tagLine}●   

{navigatorLinks}●   

{membershipBox}●   

{bodytext}●   

{lastUpdateString}●   

{calendar}●   

Some of these can be used in a Story or Message, although there are few times when it would be useful. The image below shows a fresh site, and it's followed by a
description of how each part relates to a macro.

Site Name And Tag Line
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The Site Name is a link that appears where the {siteName} macro is inserted in the Template. The text comes from the Site Name entry in the Appearance Prefs
(Page Header area).

The Tag Line is inserted wherever the {tagLine} macro appears in the Template. The text comes from the Tag Line entry in the Appearance Prefs (Page Header
area).

Navigation Links

The Navigation Links are inserted where the {navigatorLinks} macro appears in the Template. The links are built from the Navigation entry under the
Advanced Prefs.

Page Title And Body

The Page Title ("It Worked!" in the image above) appears where the {title} macro is used in the Template. In most cases, it's the Story or DG Message Title.
Manila creates titles automatically for some pages, such as the Discussion Group page and a Member Profile page.

The Body (the text after "It Worked!" in the image above) of the page is inserted at the location of the {bodytext} macro in the Template. It is the content of the
Story, DG Message or Picture being displayed.

Members Box

The Members Box is placed where the {membershipBox} macro is used in the Template. It's built automatically, however you can control the HTML design using
the Join Now Members Box and Sign Out Members Box entries in the Advanced Prefs.

Calendar

The Calendar appears on the Home Page and the Discussion Group page (it can be removed from the Home Page using the Appearance Prefs). Manila automatically
places the Calendar to the right of the Home Page Story when the {calendar} macro is not in the Template.

If the {calendar} is in the Template, the Calendar is inserted at that location on the Home Page. The location of the Calendar on the Discussion Group isn't
affected by the {calendar} macro. The HTML design of the Calendar is controlled by the Calendar Appearance settings under the Advanced Prefs.
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Meta Tags

The {meta} macro must be inside the <head> element of the Template, and it inserts a <meta> tag into the Home Page (not Stories or Messages) so browsers
retrieve the latest version of the page instead of using an older copy they may have stored. The tag looks like this:

<META HTTP-EQUIV="Expires" CONTENT="Mon, 01 Jan 1990 01:00:00 GMT">

Note: you can insert other <meta> tags, such as keywords or descriptions, directly into the Template.

Cascading Style Sheets

The {cascadingStyleSheet} macro must be inside the <head> element of the Template. It inserts CSS information into every page on the site. The CSS is
taken from the Cascading Style Sheet entry in the Advanced Prefs.

JavaScript

The {javaScript} macro must be inside the <head> element of the Template. It inserts JavaScript information into every page on the site. The JavaScript is
taken from the JavaScript entry in the Advanced Prefs.

The Editor's Only Links

The {editorialMenu} macro inserts the Editor's Only Links on each page if the visitor is a recognized Contributing or Managing Editor. The image below shows
the Managing Editor's links.

The Last Update Time

The {lastUpdateString} macro inserts the time stamp for each Story or Message.
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Advanced Prefs: Cascading Style Sheet
The Cascading Style Sheet area is where you enter style sheets for Manila to insert in each page on your site. The
{cascadingStyleSheet} macro must be in the <head> element of the Template for this feature to work.

About Cascading Style Sheets

Style sheets provide a way to control the appearance of your site using a set of rules, or styles, much the way styles work in a Microsoft Word
template. Here's a simple example:

<style type="text/css">
<!--
H1{
color:green;
}
-->
</style>

This simple style sheet sets the color of all Heading 1 elements in a Web page to green. The alternative is to use a <font> tag with each
Heading 1, as follows: <h1><font color="green">I'm A Heading</font></h1> The advantages to the style sheet approach
include the following:

HTML is more readable without <font> tags●   

A style can be changed in one place instead of having to edit each occurrence in a Web page●   

A style sheet can be linked to more than one Web page to control a number of pages with one style sheet●   

Entering A Cascading Style Sheet

Follow these steps to enter a style sheet:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs to call up the Prefs Welcome page.2.  

Click on Advanced to call up the Advanced Prefs page.3.  

Scroll to the Cascading Style Sheet area.4.  

Enter the CSS information, being careful to preserve the <style type="text/css"> and </style> tags.5.  

Edit the Text information.6.  

Click Submit, at the bottom of the Cascading Style Sheet area, to send the changes to the server.7.  

Sharing Style Sheets Between Pages

Because Manila inserts the style sheet into each page, you automatically have control over the entire site from a single location. Sometimes it
may be useful to store your style sheet separately rather than embedding it. That way browsers can cache the style sheet, making the pages load
more quickly. Also, you can integrate a Manila site into a larger collection of Web pages with a common style sheet.

If your style sheet is accessible on the Web, you can use something like the following in the <head> element of your Template: <link
rel="stylesheet" href="http://yourdomain.com/yourstylesheet.css"> This will cause the browser to load the style
sheet when it loads the page. You can remove the {cascadingStyleSheet} macro from your Template when you take this approach.
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Advanced Prefs: JavaScript
The JavaScript area is where you enter scripts for Manila to insert in each page on your site. The {javascript} macro must be in the
<head> element of the Template for this feature to work.

About JavaScript

JavaScript provides a way to run simple programs in a Web browser. This includes rollover effects with images or checking the data in a Web
form. Here's a simple (if not very practical!) example:

<script language="JavaScript">
<!-- Begin hiding from older browsers

alert('Pay no attention to the man behind that curtain');

//End hiding-->
</script>

This script would bring up an alert message each time a Web page was loaded.

Entering A JavaScript

Follow these steps to enter a script:

Log in as a Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Prefs to call up the Prefs Welcome page.2.  

Click on Advanced to call up the Advanced Prefs page.3.  

Scroll to the JavaScript area.4.  

Enter the scripts, being careful to preserve the <script language="JavaScript">, <!--, --> and </script> tags
around each one.

5.  

Click the Submit button at the bottom of the JavaScript area to send the changes to the server.6.  

Sharing JavaScript Between Pages

Because Manila inserts the same JavaScript content into each page, you automatically have access to all scripts from a single location.
Sometimes it may be useful to store your JavaScript separately rather than embedding it. This lets browsers cache the scripts, making pages on
the site load more quickly. Also, you can integrate a Manila site into a larger collection of Web pages with a common set of scripts.

If your JavaScript is stored in a separate file that's accessible on the Web, you can use something like the following: <script
src="http://yourdomain.com/yourscripts.js"> </script> This will cause the browser to load the external JavaScript
when it loads the page.
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Advanced Prefs: Site Structure
The Site Structure area is where you can create a kind of map between virtual folders or files and actual Messages. This feature can be used to
complement Manila's built-in system for assigning URLs to Stories, Message and Pictures.

Standard Manila URLs look like these:

http://www.yoursite.com/discuss/msgReader$123●   

http://www.yoursite.com/stories/storyReader$123●   

http://www.yoursite.com/pictures/viewer$123●   

These URLs, combined with Shortcuts and Navigation, are often all that's needed on a site. In cases where more meaningful or memorable
URLs are needed, the Site Structure feature is the answer.

A Simple Example

The example below shows a simple Site Structure. <hierarchy>
<story pathname="faq" msgNum="3"/>
<story pathname="feedback" msgNum="2"/>
</hierarchy> This effectively tells Manila to act as follows:

If a browser asks for "/faq", show Message number 3●   

If a browser asks for "/feedback", show Message number 2●   

If our example site were located at http://192.168.0.1/, the Site Structure above would enable the following URLs:

http://192.168.0.1/faq (display Message number 3 as a Story)●   

http://192.168.0.1/feedback (display Message number 2 as a Story)●   

Site Structure XML

The Site Structure is created with a simple XML document. There's one XML element, <hierarchy>, that contains all of the structure
information. It begins with a <hierarchy> tag and ends with a </hierarchy> tag. If more than one <hierarchy> element appears, all
but the first one are ignored.

Inside the <hierarchy> element, you can have the following elements:

<story>●   

<category>●   

<description>●   

A <story> element maps a file name to a particular Message, while a <category> element maps a directory name to a set of Messages.
You can have as many <story> and <category> elements as you need, and <category> elements can be nested (appear inside on
another). If a <description> element appears inside a <story> element, Manila will use it when building automatic Story lists.

A <story> element can work with only one tag by using a closing "/" before last angle bracket (e.g., <story/>). If there's a
<description> element inside the <story>, then a closing </story> tag is required instead. All <category> elements need a
closing </category> tag, and <description> elements must be closed in the same way.

A <story> describes a virtual file using the following format: <story name="abc" pathname="def" msgnum="xyz"/>

name Optional text describing the Story (with or without spaces)●   

pathname The virtual name of the Story (no spaces, with or without an extension such as ".html")●   

msgnum The number of the Message to display (Story or Picture)●   

A <category> describes a virtual folder using the following format: <category name="abc" pathname="def"
msgnum="xyz">
...
</category>

name Optional text describing the Category (with or without spaces)●   

pathname The virtual name of the Category (no spaces)●   
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msgnum The optional number of the Message (Story or Picture) to display as a default page for the folder●   

A <description> adds explanatory text (displayed in automated Story lists built by Manila) in this format: <story name="abc"
pathname="def" msgnum="xyz">
<description>
This is a great story!
</description>
</story>

Reserved Names

Manila reserves certain names for its own use, so it's best to avoid using any of the following for a top level Category or Story:

1999 (and any other past calendar year the site was in use)●   

admin●   

bulletins●   

default●   

discuss●   

downloadMySite●   

listtopics●   

member●   

picture●   

pictures●   

prefs●   

profiles●   

random●   

stats●   

stories●   

xml●   

XML Syntax Errors

When there's a syntax error in your XML, Manila returns the form with the error shown above it. No changes are made to the Site Structure
when this happens. The most common errors include unnecessary or missing </story> and <story/> tags, leaving out the closing
</category> tag and omitting the <hierarchy> element.
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Advanced Prefs: Site Structure Example
Here's an example of a fairly complete Site Structure:

<hierarchy>
  <story name="FAQ" pathname="faq" msgNum="3"/>
  <story name="Feedback" pathname="feedback" msgNum="2"/>
  <category name="The People" pathname="people">
    <description>The people we meet.</description>
    <story name="Dorothy" pathname="dorothy.html" msgNum="6"/>
    <category name="Almost" pathname="almost">
      <story name="Toto" pathname="toto.html" msgNum="12"/>
    </category>
  </category>
  <category name="The Places" pathname="places" msgNum="11">
    <description>The places we visit.</description>
    <story name="Kansas" pathname="kansas.html" msgNum="33"/>
    <story name="Oz" pathname="oz.html" msgNum="9"/>
  </category>
</hierarchy>

The diagram below shows the virtual files and folders created by this Site Structure.

Even though a Site Structure has been defined, Manila continues to handle direct requests for Stories, Pictures and Messages - shown coming
in from the right - as before. The Site Structure is scanned only when an item can't be found, and Manila looks for a match between the
requested URL and a virtual path created by the XML. If a match exists, Manila displays the corresponding Message or Folder.

There are two ways the Site Structure can handle a folder created by a <category>. First, the <category> may point to a specific
Message, as is the case for "Places": <category name="The Places" pathname="places" msgNum="11"> This is simple:
when "/places" is requested, Message 11 is displayed. The second way is to leave out the msgNum value, as in "The People": <category
name="The People" pathname="people"> When a browser requests "/people", Manila uses the Site Structure to list the "people"
category contents. If you want an automated table of contents as the default page in a category, leave out the msgNum value. If you want
control over the default category page, supply a msgNum and edit the Message accordingly.

Manila can also create "Next | Prev | Table of Contents" navigation links based on the Site Structure. These will appear when

The {hierarchyPath} macro is inserted into a Template or a Story, and●   

A Site Structure URL is used rather than the built-in Story, Message or Picture URLs●   

The images below illustrate what this example might look like on a Manila site with a base URL of
http://192.168.0.1/ManilaQuickStart/.
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URL: http://192.168.0.1/ManilaQuickStart/places/
The Site Structure has a <category> element that maps "/places" to Message number 13, so that Message is displayed. Note that the phrase
"The places we visit" is not part of the Message, it's inserted into the page automatically by Manila, from the <description> element for
"/places". The Message itself starts just below that phrase, and has been edited to show links to each of the virtual files that are part of this
folder, \"kansas.html" and \"oz.html".

URL: http://192.168.0.1/ManilaQuickStart/places/kansas.html
The Site Structure has a <story> element for "kansas.html" inside the <category> element for "/places". The result is that
\"/places/kansas.html" displays Message 33. Note the \"Next | Prev | Places" links. These are inserted by Manila with the
\{hierarchyPath} macro, created automatically based on the current virtual file's location in the Site Structure. In this case, the Next link
would display "/places/oz.html", the next item configured in the Site Structure.
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URL: http://192.168.0.1/ManilaQuickStart/places/oz.html
Note that the {hierarchyPath} links have changed automatically to reflect the position of "/places/oz.html" in the Site Structure.

URL: http://192.168.0.1/ManilaQuickStart/people/
The Site Structure has a <category> element for "/people", similar to the one that defines "/places". The difference is there is no msgNum
value, so this page is built automatically. The phrase "The people we meet" comes from the <description> element for "/people". The
bulleted list shows the items that are defined inside "/people". The first is a virtual file (\"dorothy.html") and the second is a virtual folder
(\"almost"). The number \"1" shows how many items are inside the \"almost" folder.
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URL: http://192.168.0.1/ManilaQuickStart/people/almost.html
This page is another example of an automatically created folder list. The folder has only one item in it. Note the {hierarchyPath} links
again reflect the position of "/people/almost/" in the Site Structure.
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Advanced Prefs: Custom Prefs
The Custom Prefs area is where you can edit the Member information Manila stores. The initial profile information for a Member is gathered when they sign up,
however they can change it later using a Preferences page. You can add new fields, change the order, modify labels, determine who can see each field and create
popup help text.

The Custom Prefs feature uses an XML document to control the layout and content of the Member profile information. Any changes you make to the Custom Prefs
affect the Sign Up form and the Preferences form.

Membership URLs

Members can edit their profile using http://yourdomain.com/prefs, and look at other Members using http://yourdomain.com/profiles. The
complete list of Members is at http://yourdomain.com/stats/members.

A Simple Example

Here's a very straightforward example of a Custom Prefs XML document.

<wizard>
  <panel title="Preferences">
  <description>Tell us about yourself!</description>
  <item title="Name" type="string" adr="personalInfo.name" viewByEditorsOnly="false"/>
  <item title="Favorite Color" type="string" adr="personalInfo.color" viewByEditorsOnly="true"/>
  </panel>
</wizard>

The image below shows the resulting Preferences.

Notice how Manila builds the page from the Custom Prefs XML document, such that

The page title comes from "title" value in the <panel> element●   

The introductory text comes from the <description> element●   

Each field is created by an <item> element●   

Note: This is how a Member sees their own Preferences. When someone else looks at their page, none of the fields can be edited and some may not appear at all.

Custom Prefs XML

A Custom Prefs XML document has a top level XML element, <wizard>, that contains everything else. It begins with a <wizard> tag and ends with a
</wizard> tag. If more than one <wizard> element appears, only the first one will show up in the Custom Prefs.

Inside the <wizard> element, there is a single <panel> element. It begins with a <panel> tag and ends with a <panel> tag. The "title" value becomes the Title
for the Preferences page. If more than one <panel> element appears, only the first one will show up in the Custom Prefs.
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A field is defined by an <item> element and can be one of the following types:

separator A labeled heading within the form●   

string A field for short text entries●   

text A textarea box for long text entries●   

popup A popup selection list●   

boolean Yes/no radio buttons●   

The image below (modified to fit better) shows examples of each of these.

The Custom Prefs XML for some of these is shown below.

Personal Info (black bar with white text)
<item title="Personal Info" type="separator"/>

Name
<item title="Name" type="string" adr="personalInfo.name" viewByEditorsOnly="false"/>

Country
<item title="Country" type="popup" adr="personalInfo.country" viewByEditorsOnly="false">
<option value="US" title="United States"/>
<option value="CA" title="Canada"/> ...
<option value="ZW" title="Zimbabwe"/>
</item>

Receive Email Bulletins?
<item title="Receive email bulletins?" type="boolean" adr="bulletins.enabled" viewByEditorsOnly="true">
<popuptext>You can choose to receive news from this site via email. You can turn this feature on and off
easily, right here on this page.</popuptext>
</item>

Item Elements

An <item> element may or may not require a closing tag, depending on the type and how it is used. If not, it ends with "/>". The following attributes can appear in
an <item> element:
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title●   

type●   

viewByEditorsOnly●   

address●   

Title

The Title acts as a label for the field. It might be a simple word, such as "Name" or "Gender", or a phrase like "What is your favorite color?".

Type

The Type determines what kind of field is created, and may be one of the following:

separator●   

string●   

text●   

popup●   

boolean●   

ViewByEditorsOnly

ViewByEditorsOnly determines whether or not the information collected with this field can be seen by other Members, or only by a Managing or Contributing Editor.
It has only two possible values, "true" or "false".

Address

The Address tells Manila where to store the information entered in a field. This is normally "personalInfo.itemName", where itemName is similar to the Name of the
item, only without any spaces.

Popup Text

The <item> element may contain a <popuptext> element, which turns the field title into a link that opens a small, separate browser window with the associated
text.

XML Syntax Errors

If there's a syntax error in your XML, Manila returns the form with the error shown above it. No changes are made to the Custom Prefs when this happens.
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Advanced Prefs: News Day Template
The News Day Template lets you control the Home Page layout when there's more than one Home Page Story displayed (the Multiple News
Days feature). The News Day Template contains HTML and three special macros to display each news day. You can edit the HTML and use
Shortcuts and Pictures to create a news day design.

Macros

The News Day Template macros are as follows:

{newsTitle} Inserts the name of each Home Page Story●   

{newsPostTime} Inserts the date that each Home Page Story was created●   

{newsContent} Inserts each Home Page Story●   

You can also use any other legal Manila macro in the News Day Template, although few of the standard ones would be useful in this context.

An Example

Here's an example of a News Day Template:

<table width="100%" cellspacing="0">
<tr bgcolor="#cccccc"><td>
<em>{newsTitle}</em>
</td>
<td>
<i>{newsPostTime}</i>
</td>
</tr> </table>
<p>
{newsContent}
<p>

The image below shows the layout produced by this template.
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Each news day starts with a grey table that has two cells. The Title is in the first and the Date in the second. Below the table is the Story content
for each day.
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Advanced Prefs: Navigation Appearance
The Navigation Appearance area gives you control over how the links created by the Navigation feature are formatted. It has two fields for
HTML and a single macro, {item}, that inserts each link.

Fields

The Navigation Appearance fields are as follows:

Item Format HTML and the {item} macro to format each link●   

Separator Format HTML to appear between each link●   

Shortcuts and Pictures won't work in either of these fields.

An Example

Here is a Navigation Appearance example:

Item Format <font face="Geneva, Arial"><strong>{item}</strong></font>●   

Separator Format <hr width="3">●   

The image below shows the links created by these values.

Notice that the font has been changed and a thick horizontal rule appears between each link. It's possible to have the links presented
horizontally if you use a separator that doesn't create a new line or paragraph (for example, "|")
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Advanced Prefs: Calendar Appearance
The Calendar Appearance feature gives you control over what the Home Page and DG Calendars look like. It has three fields for HTML and a
single macro, {item}, that inserts the appropriate content for each field.

Fields

The Calendar Appearance fields are as follows:

Month/Year HTML and the {item} macro to format the month and year above the Calendar●   

Day name HTML and the {item} macro to format the days of the week●   

Day HTML and the {item} macro to format the day link●   

Shortcuts and Pictures work in these fields.

An Example

Here is a Calendar Appearance example:

Month/Year <h1><font face="chisel">{item}</font></h1><hr noshade>●   

Day name <font face="chisel" color="red"><center>{item}</center></font>●   

Day <font face="chisel"><center>{item}</center></font>●   

The image below shows the Calendar created by these settings (assuming the "Chisel" font is on the viewing computer).

Notice that the fonts and sizes are different from the normal Calendar and a horizontal rule appears below the Month/Year.

Note: there is currently no way to control the next and previous month links at the bottom of the Calendar.
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Advanced Prefs: Join Now Members Box
The Join Now Members Box area lets you change the design of the Members Box shown before a Member has logged in. It uses a combination
of HTML and macros to lay out the box.

Macros

The Join Now Members Box macros are as follows:

{headerColor} Inserts the Members Box Header color from the Appearance Prefs●   

{headerTextColor} Inserts the Members Box Header Text color from the Appearance Prefs●   

{bgColor} Inserts the Members Box Background color from the Appearance Prefs●   

{joinNowUrl} Inserts the Sign Up URL from the Membership Prefs●   

{loginUrl} Inserts the Login URL from the Membership Prefs●   

Pictures and Shortcuts won't work in this area.

An Example

Here is a Join Now Members Box example:

<table border="3">
<tr><td bgcolor="{headerColor}" align="center">
<font color="{headerTextColor}"><b>Members<b></font>
</td></tr>
<tr><td bgcolor="{bgcolor}" align="center">
<a href="{joinNowUrl}">Join Now</a><br>
<a href="{loginUrl}">Login</a>
</td></tr>
</table>

The image below shows the Join Now Members Box created by this template.

Notice how the background colors in the table (taken from the corresponding Appearance Prefs) have changed, as have the table border and
font sizes.
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Advanced Prefs: Sign Out Members Box
The Sign Out Members Box area lets you change the design of the Members Box shown after a Member has logged in. It uses a combination of
HTML and macros to lay out the box.

Macros

The Sign Out Members Box macros are as follows:

{headerColor} Inserts the Members Box Header color from the Appearance Prefs●   

{headerTextColor} Inserts the Members Box Header Text color from the Appearance Prefs●   

{bgColor} Inserts the Members Box Background color from the Appearance Prefs●   

{signOutUrl} Inserts the Sign Out URL from the Membership Prefs●   

Pictures and Shortcuts won't work in this area.

An Example

Here's a Sign Out Members Box example:

<table border="3">
<tr><td bgcolor="{headerColor}" align="center">
<font color="{headerTextColor}"><strong>Members<strong></font>
</td></tr>
<tr><td bgcolor="{bgcolor}" align="center">
<a href="{signOutUrl}">Sign Out</a>
</td></tr>
</table>

The image below shows the Sign Out Members Box created by this template.

Notice how the background colors in the table (taken from the corresponding Appearance Prefs) have changed, as have the table border and
font sizes.
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Admin: Overview
The Admin page, which has forms for managing Stories, Messages, Pictures and Members, is only accessible to Managing Editors. The
features available on the Admin page include the following:

Delete a Message from the Stories list●   

Delete a Message from Pictures list●   

Delete a Message●   

Add a Message to the Stories list●   

Add a Member●   

Block a Member●   

Unblock a Member●   

See a list of the items (Stories, Messages and Pictures) being edited●   

Force an item to be checked back in●   
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Admin: Stories and Pictures
The Stories and Pictures area is made up of four forms, one for each of the following Admin tasks:

Delete from the Stories List●   

Delete from the Pictures List●   

Delete a Discussion Group Message●   

Add a Discussion Group Message to the Stories List●   

Delete from the Stories List

You can remove a Message from the Stories list with this form. The Message itself remains intact, but it will no longer be listed on the Stories
page or be accessible with the http://yourdomain.com/stories/storyReader$nnn link format.

Follow these steps to remove a Message from the Stories list:

Log in as Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Admin in the Editor's Only links to call up the Admin page.2.  

Scroll down to the Delete from Stories list form in the Stories and Pictures area.3.  

Click beside each Message you want to remove from the Story list (each Story name is a link that calls up the Story).4.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Delete from Stories list form and click Delete to send the changes to the server.5.  

Delete from the Pictures List

You can remove a Message from the Pictures list with this form. The Message itself remains intact, but it's no longer listed on the Pictures page
or accessible with the http://yourdomain.com/pictures/viewer$nnn link format (it's replaced with a note that it can't be
displayed because it isn't a picture).

The image can still be seen with the DG Message link format (http://yourdomain.com/discuss/msgReader$xxx) or the direct
Picture link format (http://yourdomain.com/picture$nnn).

Follow these steps to remove a Message from the Pictures list:

Log in as Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Admin in the Editor's Only links to call up the Admin page.2.  

Scroll down to the Delete from Pictures List form in the Stories and Pictures area.3.  

Click beside each Message you want to remove from the Pictures list (each Picture name is a link that calls up the Picture).4.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Delete from Pictures List form and click Delete to send the changes to the server.5.  

Delete a Discussion Group Message

You can remove a Message from the DG with this form. When you do, the content of the Message is replaced with a note that it's been deleted.
Also, the Message is no longer listed in the DG, although it can still be called up using the
http://yourdomain.com/discuss/msgReader$nnn link format.

Follow these steps to remove a remove a DG Message:

Log in as Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Admin in the Editor's Only links to call up the Admin page.2.  

Scroll down to the Delete a Discussion Group Message form in the Stories and Pictures area.3.  

Enter the number of the Message you want to delete.4.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Delete a Discussion Group Message form and click Delete to send the changes to the server.5.  
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Add a Discussion Group Message to the Stories List

You can add a Message to the Stories list with this form. It'll be listed on the Stories page and can be called up with the
http://yoursite.com/stories/storyReader$nnn link format.

Follow these steps to remove a add a DG Message to the Stories list.

Log in as Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Admin in the Editor's Only links to call up the Admin page.2.  

Scroll down to the Add a Discussion Group Message to the Stories list form in the Stories and Pictures area.3.  

Enter the number of the Message you want to add.4.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Add a Discussion Group Message to the Stories List form and click Add to list to send the changes to the
server.

5.  
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Admin: Membership
The Membership area is made up of three forms, one for each of these Admin tasks:

Add a New Member●   

Block a Member●   

Unblock a Member●   

Add a New Member

Follow these steps to add a Member to your site:

Log in as Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Admin in the Editor's Only links to call up the Admin page.2.  

Scroll down to the Add a New Member form in the Membership area.3.  

Enter a Member name.4.  

Enter a Member email address.5.  

Enter a Member password.6.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Add a New Member form and click Add Member to send the changes to the server.7.  

Block a Member

Blocking a Member denies them access to any part of your site. When they try to view any page, they see a message telling them they have
been blocked.

Follow these steps to block a Member of your site:

Log in as Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Admin from the Editor's Only links to call up the Admin page.2.  

Scroll down to the Block a Member form in the Membership area.3.  

Enter a Member email address.4.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Block a Member form and click Block Member to send the changes to the server.5.  

Unblock a Member

Follow these steps to unblock a Member of your site:

Log in as Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Admin in the Editor's Only links to call up the Admin page.2.  

Scroll down to the Unblock a Member form in the Membership area.3.  

Enter a Member email address.4.  

Scroll to the bottom of the Unblock a Member form and click Unblock Member to send the changes to the server.5.  
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Admin: Custody
The Custody area lists the Stories, Messages and Pictures being edited (checked out). The Managing Editor can force items to be checked if
necessary.

Checking and Changing Custody

Follow these steps to look at the custody list and force check-ins:

Log in as Managing Editor.1.  

Click on Admin in the Editor's Only links to call up the Admin page.2.  

Scroll down to the Custody area to see the list of checked-out items.3.  

Click beside each item you want to check in.4.  

Click Force Check In to check in the items you selected.5.  

Note: the Custody feature is dynamic, since Manila automatically checks an item back in after a certain time. If this happens after you load the
Admin page, the list won't reflect it unless you reload or refresh the page.
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Downloading A Copy Of A Manila Site
A Managing Editor can download a copy of their Manila site as a Frontier guest database. For privacy reasons, member passwords are removed
from the copy before it's downloaded.

As well as creating a backup file, you can use this feature to move your site to another Manila server. See below for a more detailed
explanation of moving a site.

Downloading A Site

Follow these steps to download a Manila site:

Log in as the Managing Editor.1.  

Enter an address (URL) of the form http://yourdomain.com/downloadMySite/MySite.root, changing
"yourdomain.com" to match your site.

2.  

Select a location for the file on your computer.3.  
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Admin: Site Statistics
A Manila site maintains a list of Members and the most popular Messages.

Members List

The Members list can be called up at the following address: http://yourdomain.com/stats/members

Note: a Managing Editor can prevent access to the Members list.

Members Profile

The Member profiles can be called up at the following address: http://yourdomain.com/profiles/

Most Read Messages

The top fifty most read messages on a Manila site can be called up using the following address:
http://yourdomain.com/stats/mostreadmessages

Note: the Most Read Messages page is accessible to all visitors, if the address is known.

Admin: Site Statistics
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Appendix A: HTML Overview
HTML (HyperText Markup Language) is the language used to create Web pages. It's called a markup language because it's used to mark up
ordinary text so it can be read and displayed (or rendered) by a browser. HTML consists of special bits of text, called tags, that describe the
appearance and structure of a Web page's content.

A Basic Example

The text below is an example of basic HTML.

<h1>A Bit Of The Wizard</h1>
<p>
<font color="green">
They left the cottage and walked through the trees until they found a little spring of clear
water, where <strong>Dorothy</strong> drank and bathed and ate her breakfast.
</font>
</p>
<p>
<font size="large">
She saw there was not much bread left in the basket, and the girl was thankful the
<strong>Scarecrow</strong> did not have to eat anything, for there was scarcely enough for
herself and <strong>Toto</strong> for the day.
</font>
</p>

Each of the words or abbreviations inside angle brackets is an HTML tag. Here's how a browser would render this example:

A Bit Of The Wizard
They left the cottage and walked through the trees until they found a little spring of clear water, where Dorothy drank and
bathed and ate her breakfast.

She saw there was not much bread left in the basket, and the girl was thankful the Scarecrow
did not have to eat anything, for there was scarcely enough for herself and Toto for the day.

Tags usually appear in pairs, with an opening tag that starts some effect (e.g., <strong> for "begin strong emphasis") and a closing tag that
ends it (e.g., </strong> for "end strong emphasis"). A pair of tags like this creates an "element". An end tag can always be recognized by the
slash ( / ) that precedes the tag text. Sometimes an opening tag will have other text inside the angle bracket, like <font color="green">
in our example. These are called "attributes" and they make it possible to do several tasks with the same tag, such as specifying any possible
font color or size without requiring a new tag for each one.

Many tags can appear inside of other tags. In our example, the <strong> tags are between <font> tags, which in turn are inside of <p>
tags.

The tags in our example, then, are as follows:

<h1> Denotes a level one heading●   

<strong> Denotes strong emphasis (most browsers will render this as bold)●   

<p> Denotes a paragraph●   

<font> Denotes a font control, such as color, face or size●   

HTML Document

A complete HTML document has a defined structure with a head and a body. Some tags are only allowed in the head part, while others can
only appear in the body. Here's a very simple but complete HTML document:

<html>
<head>
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<title>The Red Shoes</title>
</head>
<body>
<p>
I really admire your shoes...
</p>
</body>
</html>

An HTML document should have an <html> tag that encloses the entire page. The first part of the document is created with the <head> tag.
The <title> tag, which can only appear inside of the <head> element, is used by the browser for the window title, bookmarks and history
(it doesn't actually appear in the Web page).

The second part of an HTML document, the <body> element, is where most of the page content will be found. Our example has a single
paragraph.

Images

You can add images to your Web page using the <img> tag. Here's an example: <img
src="http://static.userland.com/products/images/userland.gif" border="0"> The <img> element has many
possible attributes, only a couple of which are shown in this example. The <src> attribute points to the image file, in this case a file named
"userland.gif" in the "products/images" folder on a server named "static.userland.com". The <border> attribute is used to control the border
around an image. Note that there's no closing tag required for an <img> element.

Here's how a browser would render this HTML:

Links

The Web is a web because of links, and a link must be created with the <link> tag, right? Well, actually...no. A link is created with the <a>,
or anchor, tag. Here's an example: <a href="http://weblogs.userland.com/manilaNewbies">Newbies of the
World, Unite!</a> The <a> tag takes an href, or hypertext reference, attribute that points to the destination of the link. Whatever text
- or image - appears inside the <a> element becomes the link displayed by the browser.

Here's the rendered version of this HTML: Newbies of the World, Unite! If an <img> tag was used instead of the text "Newbies of the World,
Unite!", the image would act as a button. The browser would display the image and if the visitor clicked on it, they'd be taken to the specified
destination.
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Appendix A: Legal HTML Tags
There are many ways to use HTML in a Manila site, but in general you can think of two categories: templates and content. Templates include
many of the Prefs areas, such as the Template or the Join Now Members Box. Content, as far as HTML in concerned, refers to Stories and
Messages. The HTML that can appear in Manila content is controlled by the Legal Tags Preference, so a Managing Editor can limit the tags
that Members and Contributing Editors use.

Legal Tags List

The legal HTML tags are listed and explained below.

<a> Creates a link (href) source or destination (name)●   

<applet> Inserts a Java applet●   

<area> Creates a linked area on a client-side image map●   

<b> Emboldens the content●   

<blockquote> Creates an indented block of content●   

<br> Inserts a line break●   

<button> Inserts a button into a form●   

<center> Centers the content●   

<code> Displays the content with a mono-spaced font●   

<dd> Creates a definition in a term/definition list●   

<div> Defines a generic block content element for use with style sheets●   

<dl> Creates a term/definition list●   

<dt> Creates a term in a term/definition list●   

<em> Emphasizes the content●   

<font> Sets the font face, size or color●   

<form> Creates a form●   

<h1> Creates a level 1 heading●   

<h2> Creates a level 2 heading●   

<h3> Creates a level 3 heading●   

<h4> Creates a level 4 heading●   

<h5> Creates a level 5 heading●   

<h6> Creates a level 6 heading●   

<hr> Creates a horizontal rule●   

<i> Italicizes the content●   

<iframe> Creates an inline frame●   

<img> Inserts an image●   

<input> Creates an input field as part of a form●   

<label> Attaches information to a form field●   

<li> Inserts an item in an ordered or unordered list●   

<map> Creates a client-side image map●   

<object> Inserts an object, such as a JavaApplet or QuickTime movie●   

<ol> Creates an ordered (numbered) list●   

<option> Creates an item in a selection menu as part of a form●   

<p> Creates a paragraph●   

<param> Specifies a set of values that may be required by an applet or object●   

<pre> Displays the content as entered rather than as HTML●   
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<script> Inserts a script, such as JavaScript or VBScript●   

<select> Creates a selection menu in a form●   

<span> Defines an inline content element for use with style sheets●   

<strong> Strongly emphasizes the content●   

<style> Creates a style sheet●   

<table> Creates a table●   

<td> Creates a table cell●   

<textarea> Creates a text entry box in a form●   

<th> Creates a table heading cell●   

<tr> Creates a table row●   

<ul> Creates an unordered list●   
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Appendix A: HTML Resources
Here are some resources to help you learn and use HTML:

World Wide Web Consortium
URL: http://www.w3.org/MarkUp/
The standards organization for the Web.

The Barebones Guide to HTML
URL: http://werbach.com/barebones/download.html
One of the earliest references on the Web, still as useful as ever.

Sun Style Guide
URL: http://www.sun.com/styleguide/
Guidelines on a wide range of Web design issues from Sun Microsystems.

Yale Style Manual
URL: http://info.med.yale.edu/caim/manual/contents.html
Guidelines on a wide range of Web design issues from Yale University.

WebReview.Com - HTML
URL: http://www.webreview.com/wr/pub/HTML
WebReview has references, articles and tutorials on HTML.

Webmonkey | Authoring
URL: http://hotwired.lycos.com/webmonkey/authoring/index.html
Webmonkey has HTML resources, tutorials and articles for authors.

HTML Help by the Web Design Group
URL: http://www.htmlhelp.com/
The Web Design Group's resources for building standards-compliant HTML.
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Appendix B: CSS Overview
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a method for adding style (e.g., fonts, colors, borders) to Web documents. If you've used Microsoft Word,
think of style sheets like Word's Style feature - a way to manage the formatting of a document.

A Basic Example

The text below is an example of a very simple style sheet.

<style type="text/css">
<!--
em{
  color:fuchsia;
  text-transform:uppercase;
}
-->
</style>

A style sheet is contained in a <style> element, which appears in the <head> element of an HTML document. In this example, there's an
HTML comment element (the <!-- and --> tags) immediately inside the <style> element. This is a workaround for older browsers that
don't handle <style> tags correctly.

Style sheets use selectors to identify an item and properties to identify the attributes of the item that will be styled. In our example, the style
sheet has a single selector (em) with two properties (color, text-transform). This style sheet causes the content of an <em> element
to appear with upper case, fuschia text.

If the following HTML was in a Web page with our example style sheet:

When <em>Dorothy</em> awoke the sun was shining through the trees and Toto had long been out
chasing birds around him and squirrels. She sat up and looked around her. <em>Scarecrow</em>,
still standing patiently in his corner, waiting for her.

it would be displayed something like this:

Another Example

Here's an expanded version of our example style sheet, this time with three selectors:

<style type="text/css">
<!--
body {
color: navy;
background-color: white }
em {
color: fuchsia;
background-color: transparent;
text-transform: uppercase }
.dorothy {
font-size: 1.2em;
font-family: Monaco, Verdana, "Chisel Extended", sans-serif;
background-color: silver;
margin: 2em;
border: solid 2px aqua }
-->
</style>
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Rather than leaving the overall page text and background color up to the browser, we're specifying it with a body selector. There's also a
selector named .dorothy, which is something a little different called a class. Classes are more general than a selector for a particular
element. They're can be used with more than one HTML element in a document.

The /*Class 'dorothy'*/ line in the example style sheet above shows how comments are placed in a style sheet to make them easier to
read. Also, note how the font-family has single quotes around font names with more than one word.

Here's our HTML again, this time using the <dorothy> class:

<p>
When <em>Dorothy</em> awoke the sun was shining through the trees and Toto had long been out
chasing birds around him and squirrels.
</p>
<p class="dorothy">
She sat up and looked around her. <em>Scarecrow</em>, still standing patiently in his corner,
waiting for her.
</p>

See how the class has been added to the second <p> element? Here's how this would display:

CSS is a powerful tool in Web design, however support for it varies from one browser and version to the next. If you're planning to use CSS,
take the time to learn more about how it works and how to avoid the pitfalls of various browsers.
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Appendix B: CSS Resources
Here are some resources to help you learn and use CSS:

World Wide Web Consortium (W3C): Cascading Style Sheets
URL: http://www.w3.org/Style/CSS/
The standards organization for the Web has a CSS section.

W3C CSS Validator URL: http://jigsaw.w3.org/css-validator/
The W3C has a tool online to check your style sheets.

WebReview.Com - Style Sheets
URL: http://www.webreview.com/pub/Style_Sheets
WebReview has a CSS section that includes the very useful Browser Compatibility Charts.

Webmonkey | Authoring : StyleSheets
URL: http://hotwired.lycos.com/webmonkey/authoring/index.html
Webmonkey has CSS tutorials and articles.

HTML Help by the Web Design Group
URL: http://www.htmlhelp.com/
The Web Design Group has CSS resources with an emphasis on standards.
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Appendix C: XML Overview
XML (eXtensible Markup Language) is a language used to mark up plain text, turning it into structured information. Structured information
has content, such as words or picture, but it also has indications of the purpose or nature of the content. For example, the phrase "There's no
place like home" might appear in a heading, a caption or a footnote; the content is the same but the purpose differs with the location.

XML provides a flexible yet standard way to mark up documents so their structure can be understood and used - by a translation program, a
database, an authoring application or even a browser. Where HTML is largely used to present a document, XML is used to describe a
document so it can be used in many ways.

Like HTML, XML consists of special bits of text, called tags, and tags can have attributes. Here's an XML element: <item name="FAQ"
pagename="/manilaNewbies/faq"/> Unlike HTML, XML tags are case-sensitive (e.g., <WIZARD> is not the same as <wizard>,
and if an XML element has no closing tag, then a slash is required at the end of the single tag (as in the example above).

A Basic Example

The text below is an example of basic XML document.

<addressBook>
    <entry>
        <name>Dorothy</name>
        <address>Kansas</address>
        <email>dorothy@redshoes.com</email>
    </entry>
    <entry>
        <name>Toto</name>
        <address>Kansas</address>
        <email>toto@noonecantell.com</email>
        </entry>
</addressBook>

Each of the words or abbreviations inside angle brackets is an XML tag. This example shows a simple address book with one entry for Dorothy
and another for Toto. The structure of this XML document is quite simple and visible: a single address book with multiple entries, each one
representing an individual with their name, address and email.

Let's compare this to an HTML version of the same content: <h1>Address Book</h1>
    <b>Entry</b>
        <br>Name: <b>Dorothy</b>
        <br>Home: <font color="red">Kansas</font>
        <br>Email: <font color="red">dorothy@redshoes.com</font>
    <b>Entry</b>
        <br>Name: <b>Toto</b>
        <br>Home: <font color="red">Kansas</font>
        <br>Email: <font color="red">toto@noonecantell.com</font>

Notice that most of the tags, even in this simple and fairly clean HTML document, are about appearance (bold, color) rather than structure.
There's no easy way for a program to scan this document and gather a list of names or extract all the information for one entry, because the tags
offer no solid indication about structure.

Looking back at the XML example, you can see the logic of the tags and the document structure. The power of XML lies in tagging content to
describe its nature rather than what it should look like. The result is content that can be moved and manipulated with relative ease.
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Appendix C: XML Resources
Here are some resources to help you learn and use XML:

World Wide Web Consortium (W3C): XML
URL: http://www.w3.org/XML/
The standards organization for the Web has an XML section.

XML.com
URL: http://www.xml.com/pub
XML.com has a number of XML-related resources, including a solid tutorial to get started.

The SGML/XML Web Page
URL: http://www.oasis-open.org/cover/xml.html
An extensive set of XML documentation and references.

The WebDeveloper XML Files
URL: http://www.webdeveloper.com/xml/
WebDeveloper.com's XML section.

Manila WAP/WML support
URL: http://weblogs.userland.com/manilaNewbies/stories/storyReader$2059
Manila can render the Home Page content in WML format so it can be viewed with a WAP-enabled device such as a Nokia 7110 cell phone.
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Appendix D: Browser Concepts
Here are a few concepts to help you understand how browsers work and why there are so many different ways a Web page can be displayed.

Rendering

A Web page is really a set of instructions telling the browser how to pull together and display the bits and pieces of a document. This process is
called rendering, and each browser and version does it differently. Even the same version of a browser, say Microsoft's Internet Explorer 4,
renders differently on Windows and Macintosh computers. It's a very good idea to look at your site with a few different browsers, or have
others help you, to avoid surprises.

The following browser features can affect the way a page is rendered:

Colors Computers have different color capabilities (256, thousands, millions) and palettes (Windows/Macintosh/Unix), and the
browser may substitute colors as required. Combined with the many different types of monitor, the same page can look quite different
on various screens. Some browsers let users override your text and background color choices with their own.

●   

Fonts Computers have different fonts installed. If you specify a font the browser can't locate, another one will be substituted, changing
the page's appearance. Some browsers let users override your font settings with their own, or change the default fixed and variable
width font faces and sizes.

●   

Style Sheets (CSS) Older browsers (Netscape 3, MSIE 2 and earlier) do not support CSS at all. The newer ones handle CSS in
different ways, and some browsers let users turn off CSS support or override your Style Sheets with their own.

●   

Images Most browsers let users turn off images so only the text of a Web page is displayed. The user can then select and load images
one at a time, if they choose. Some browsers even allow the detection and blocking of banner images or images over a user-specified
size.

●   

Multimedia Browsers have varying levels of support for animation (animated GIFs, Flash, etc.), sound (WAV, AU, AIFF,
RealAudio, etc.) and video (QuickTime, Windows Media Player, etc.). Some support is built into the browser and other times it's
achieved through plug-ins, small programs that extend a browser's capabilities. If you choose to employ multimedia, bear in mind that
every different combination of browser, version, platform (Mac/Win/Unix), plug-in (and plug-in version) presents a potential
challenge. Some browsers let users turn off or modify multimedia support (e.g., don't play animated GIFs, or play once but don't loop).

●   

Scripting Some browsers can run simple programs, often referred to as scripts, that are inserted into Web pages. Like other features,
support for scripting languages, such as JavaScript and VBScript, varies from one browser and version to the next. Some browsers
also allow users to turn off scripting support altogether.

●   

Java Java is a programming language that is sometimes used to create small applications that run in the browser. Java support varies
between browsers, versions and platforms, and users can disable it completely if they choose.

●   

Caching

The Web is a network, and networks have delays. To increase the apparent speed of the Web, browsers use a technique called caching. Simply
stated, the browser keeps a local copy of the Web pages you browse. If you request that page again, rather than going back onto the Internet
and retrieving it, the browser can grab the local copy and show you that one.

The three general ways a browser can handle caching are as follows:

Always retrieve a page from the Internet●   

Retrieve a page the first time it's requested (after restarting the browser), then use the cached copy for subsequent requests●   

Always use the cached copy of a page (even after restarting the browser)●   

These options control the tradeoff between browsing speed (slowest to fastest) and currency (most to least). As a Web author, it's generally best
to configure your browser to go to the Internet each time, but keep in mind that your users may not be set up that way. They may end up
looking at an older version of a Web page without realizing it. Browsers have a reload or refresh command to force a document to be retrieved
from the Internet, which can help you sort out the confusion caching sometimes causes.

Cookies

Cookies are a way for Web sites to store preferences on your computer. When you visit a site, it checks to see if you have a matching cookie
and reads it if you do. Depending on the site, a cookie may contain addresses, color selections, user names or any other information you
provide to the site. Since cookie size is limited, often it will just contain basic user information so the site can connect you with more detailed
information stored on the server.
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When a site uses cookies to track and manage your preferences or membership, you'll need a browser that supports cookies (e.g., Netscape
Navigator 3 or later, MS Internet Explorer 3 or later) Also, some browsers allow cookies to be turned off, which would prevent a site from
reading or setting a cookie.
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Appendix D: Browser Resources
Here are some resources to help you with Web browsers:

Manila Express
URL: http://manilaexpress.userland.com
Manila Express (MSIE 5/Windows) shortens the time it takes to add content to your Manila home page. When you see a page you want to link
to, right-click on the page, choose the Manila Express menu item, and edit your post in the pop-up menu that appears.

CNET.com - Internet - Browsers
URL: http://home.cnet.com/internet/0-3773.html
CNET's browser topic center, with tips areas for Internet Explorer & Netscape Communciator.

ZDNet: Web Browsers Guide
URL: http://www.zdnet.com/products/filter/guide/0,7267,1500102,00.html
ZDNet's browser guide area.

MacInTouch Reader Report: Browser Performance Tips
URL: http://www.macintouch.com/browserperf.html
Web browsing tips for Mac users.

The Internet Explorer Home Page
URL: http://www.microsoft.com/windows/IE/
The main page for Microsoft's Internet Explorer.

Netscape Communicator and Netscape Navigator
URL: http://home.netscape.com/browsers/index.html
The official Netscape Communicator/Navigator page.

Opera Software
URL: http://www.opera.com/
The Opera browser site.

iCab
URL: http://www.icab.de/
The iCab browser site.

mozilla.org
URL: http://www.mozilla.org/
The Mozilla browser site.

BrowserWatch Home Page
URL: http://browserwatch.internet.com/
News in the browser and plug-ins industry and lists on development of different plug-ins and browsers.
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Appendix E: Javascript Overview
JavaScript is a scripting language that runs in Web browsers like Netscape Communicator and Microsoft Internet Explorer. By inserting
JavaScript programs into Web pages, authors can achieve simple multimedia effects like image rollovers or add relatively sophisticated tools
like calculators or forms handlers.

A Basic Example

The text below is an example of a simple JavaScript (thanks to Zac Thompson for the basic idea of this):

<script type="text/javascript">
  <!-- Begin hiding from older browsers
  function checkForPath(fragment)
  {
    if (self.location.pathname.indexOf(fragment) != -1)
       return true ;
    return false ;
  }
  if (checkForPath("faq")) {
    alert('Welcome to the FAQ!') }
  //End hiding-->
</script>

A JavaScript is contained in a <script> element, which appears in the <head> element of an HTML document. In this example, there's a
comment element (the <!-- and --> tags) immediately inside the <script> element. This is a workaround for older browsers that don't
handle <script> element properly.

This script checks to see if the path used by the Web browser contains the word "faq". If it does, an alert message pops up to welcome the
visitor to the page. This demonstrates how scripting can extend the possibilities of a Web page by letting the author test for certain conditions,
make decisions and respond. This particular script runs when the page is loaded, but it's possible to wait until a visitor does something before
running a JavaScript.

Interactive JavaScript Example

Without getting into the details of scripting, here's an example of how a JavaScript can be run based on the user's actions:

<a href="/faq" onMouseOver="imageRoll('faqbutton', 'on.gif');"
onMouseOut="imageRoll('faqbutton', 'off.gif');">
<img name="faqbutton" src="off.gif">
</a>

This shows the HTML for a link, however the a tag includes onMouseOver and onMouseOut attributes. These special attributes are used to
run a JavaScript called imageRoll that resides in the head element. When the user moves their cursor over the link, the imageRoll script
displays on.gif. When they move it away the script displays off.gif. This causes the button to highlight when pointed to - a common use
for JavaScript.

Test Often

JavaScript support varies between browsers, between platforms and between versions. Be sure to test your scripts in as many browsers as
possible, or use scripts that have been tested by others.
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Appendix E: JavaScript Resources
Here are some resources to help you with JavaScript:

Client-Side JavaScript Guide
URL: http://developer.netscape.com/docs/manuals/js/client/jsguide/index.htm
Netscape's online JavaScript manual.

Webmonkey | programming : javascript
URL: http://hotwired.lycos.com/webmonkey/programming/javascript/
Webmonkey has a comprehensive set of JavaScript tutorials, code and articles.

JavaScript.com
URL: http://www.javascript.com/
JavaScript tutorials and free scripts.

Dori Smith's Home Page
URL: http://www.chalcedony.com/dori/
Dori is the author of several JavaScript books.

Microsoft Scripting Technologies
URL: http://msdn.microsoft.com/scripting/default.htm
Microsoft version of JavaScript is called JScript, and this is their main page for it.

CNET.com - Web Building - Development - JavaScript
URL: http://home.cnet.com/webbuilding/0-7264.html?tag=st.bl.3882.dir.7264
The CNET JavaScript site.
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